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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Project has been implemented in compliance with the Project Document which is part of the CostSharing Agreement between the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and UNDP Moldova of 29
November 2018. The overall goal of the Project was to contribute to achieving a sustainable integrity and
anticorruption system in the Republic of Moldova through the strengthened capacities of the public and
private sector entities and the civil society for the efficient application and monitoring of national integrity
instruments and standards. To be relevant to the national strategic priorities, the Project was framed
around the National Integrity and Anticorruption Strategy (NIAS) 2017-2020 and responded to the needs
of its various actors and stakeholders in addressing the challenges for the effective implementation of
NIAS. The Project also contributed to the progressive implementation of the Sustainable Development
Goal 16 that calls for a substantial reduction of corruption and bribery in all their forms and for developing
effective, accountable, and transparent institutions at all levels.
Despite major contextual challenges (a complex and unstable political environment during the entire
period of implementation and the COVID19 pandemic and related restrictions which emerged since
February 2020), the Project managed to adapt to these challenges and implemented most of the planned
activities. Starting with March 2020, most of activities initially planned to be held off-line were moved to
on-line platforms. Moreover, a series of alternative activities contributing to the NIAS implementation
and providing policy options for strengthening the corruption prevention system were identified in
consultation with the national partners and approved by the Project’s Steering Committee in July 2020.
These changes resulted in the added value to the Project’s initial Action Plan by producing a series of
analytical knowledge products, awareness raising products, promoting implementation of the Antibribery management system ISO 37001 in public institutions through focused capacity building activities,
which have a high potential to contribute to anti-corruption reforms in the mid-term perspective, as per
the below table. All new activities were implemented as described in this report.
Activities partly or totally replaced due to the COVID19 context

New activities approved in July 2020

1.1.1 Capacity development of NIAS Secretariat on analysis,
coordination, monitoring, evaluation and reporting
1.1.3 Support Mid-term and final evaluation of the NIAS
2.3.2 Expose NAC staff to the best international practice in
integrity standards implementation, corruption prevention and
analysis
3.1.3 Organise inter-sectoral consultations on the implementation
of NIAS - issues, challenges, best practice
3.2.3 Organise consultations between NIAS focal points at the local
level on the implementation of NIAS - issues, challenges, best
practice

Analytical study on establishing specialized courts /
panels for examining cases of corruption, corruption
assimilated and related cases (international expertise).

5.4.4 Exposure of the Ombudsperson Office and NAC staff to the
best practice in whistle-blowers protection system

Assessment of the compliance of the national legal
framework on the protection of persons denouncing
corruption offences and of witnesses with the
international standards

3.3.1 Develop capacities of the Integrity Mentors to effectively
implement their task
2.2.1 Design and implementation of the "Anticorruption Day in
Your Town" campaign
1.2.1 Organise Annual National Anticorruption Conference

Support NAC in obtaining ISO 37001 Anti-bribery
Management Systems;

2.1.3 Train civil servants on performing anticorruption expertise of
draft normative acts

Endow NAC with the annual ZOOM license that would
allow training on-line

(NIAS Action Plan Priority III.2. Efficiency of justice and
anticorruption authorities)
Assessment of the proportionality and demotivating
character of the sanction for corruption offences
stipulated in the national criminal and contravention
legal framework correlated with the international
standards and good practices (international expertise)

Support NAC in obtaining ISO/IEC 27001 Information
Security Management System Certification (will
strengthen the sustainability of IT systems including
those developed with the Project support)
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3.4.2 Train civil servants on the application of the Methodological
Guide on the corruption risk management in public institutions
5.5.2 Support volunteers in organising anticorruption activities
with peers though gaming, Integrity Clubs, debates, "Refuse to be
corrupt" pledge and other innovative methods (can be only partly
implemented due to COVID19);
5.5.3 Produce hand-out materials with anticorruption messages to
be used by the Anticorruption volunteers in their activities

Produce an anticorruption cartoon

Develop an on-line anticorruption game for youngsters

At the same time, due to imposed pandemic restrictions some initially envisaged activities could not be
implemented or the initially set targets could not be achieved. This mostly referred to the off-line capacity
building activities, such as study visits for NAC and the Ombudsperson’s Office, as well as to the awareness
raising activities and youth engaging activities initially planned in the off-line format.
Despite mentioned challenges, about 1,000,000 men and women and girls and boys were reached out
by 10 complex awareness campaigns implemented during 2019-2021 under the different outputs of the
Project. The campaigns’ topics included whistleblowing and the protection of whistleblowers, integrity
standards in the private sector, campaigns targeting youth, campaign dedicated to the International
Anticorruption Day and were implemented through about 470 awareness raising/training activities, flashmobs, concerts, video spots and messages, testimonials, human stories, various information materials
using social media, TV and direct contact with citizens, when this was not limited by pandemic restrictions.
Progress achieved per specific outputs:
Output 1 Efficient and participatory monitoring and evaluation of the National Integrity and
Anticorruption Strategy (NIAS) implementation ensured: Project raised awareness on the NIAS
implementation through targeted campaigns and ensured evidence-based monitoring and assessment of
the NIAS by conducting two editions of the NIAS Impact Monitoring Survey. The e-Institutional Integrity
Register modules were adjusted and integrated with the electronic signature system Msign and the entire
system was connected to the data Interoperability Governmental Platform MConnect to facilitate the
exchange of data between the authorities and ensure the interoperability with other relevant registries.
NAC’s capacities in integrity testing process linked to the NIAS objectives was strengthened. Support was
offered to the NIAS Secretariat in piloting NIAS’s on-line monitoring via e-Institutional Integrity Register:
out of 43 reporting authorities, 55% (24) have reported in the electronic system for 2020 reporting cycle.
The Study on Effective sanctions for corruption offences and the appropriateness of establishing
specialized anti-corruption courts/panels provided recommendations for ensuring the proportionality and
demotivating character of sanctions for corruption (related) offences and analysis on establishing
anticorruption courts. The study was filed to the Ministry of Justice and has a high potential to contribute
to the fulfilment of the action on amending legislation to introduce harsher sanctions for corruption
offences envisaged in the New Government Action Plan for Justice and Anticorruption Sector
Output 2 Strengthened capacities of the anticorruption authority to enforce and improve integrity
instruments: The Project digitalized the NAC internal processes of performing the corruption proofing of
the legislation. The e-Expertise software was updated by developing a new module for the expertise of
Government Decisions and Departmental acts and its interoperability with the relevant systems of the eGovernance platform including the electronic signature Msign was ensured. During 2019-2021, NAC
developed 1906 corruption proofing reports using the E-expertise digital tool. NAC’s capacities in
performing the anticorruption expertise of legislation were strengthened through developing the
guidelines for such expertise in the Urbanism and Construction and in the Fiscal sectors and developing
two Studies on the Impact of the Anti-corruption expertise carried out in 2016-2018 and in 2019-2020.
The studies revealed a positive tendency in diminishing the promotion of private interests through draft
laws, as well as a relatively high degree of the Expertise recommendations acceptance: 70% of cases
during 2016-2108 and 63% of cases during 2019-2020. NAC’s Learning tools on anticorruption were
enhanced by developing and piloting the e-learning course “Institutional Integrity and Anti-corruption
5

Policies and Standards” for civil servants, piloted in three institutions by a total of 306 civil servants, and
endowing NAC by the alternative tools for anticorruption education, such as Zoom platform and the
mobile (bus) training centre, which resulted in training of around 14,140 persons (civil servants and public
agents, private sector representatives, pupils and students) by the NAC officers during 2020-2021. NAC’s
capacities in strategic and operational analysis were strengthened through targeted training and
sustainability of the NAC IT systems, including those developed with the Project support, enhanced by
offering a specialized expertise in implementing the ISO/IEC 27001 Information Security Management
System and NAC’s certification under this standard.
Output 3 Strong institutional integrity mechanisms at the sector and local levels established:
The Project developed capacities of the anti-corruption focal points from the line ministries, central and
local public administration agencies/authorities for monitoring the implementation of the NIAS at the
sector/central and local level by training 129 civil servants (46 m/83 w) from 79 public institutions, which
covered 95% of the focal points at the sector/central level and 94% of the focal points at the local level
(30 out of 32 districts). Methodological Guide on the corruption risk management in public institutions
was developed with the Project support. The Impact assessments of the two Sectorial Anticorruption
Action Plan in the Fiscal and in the Environment Protection Sectors provided an informed analysis of the
achieved progress and recommendations for enhancing effective application of anticorruption policies in
the two sectors. The Anticorruption Initiative Assessment Award Methodology based on the Korean good
practice was piloted in 9 central public authorities. Substantive effort was done to promote
implementation of the Anti-bribery management system ISO 37001 in public institutions, by providing
training and guidelines on implementing the standard to 29 civil servants (12 men/17 women) NIAS focal
points from 8 public institutions and to 241 staffers (116 women 125 men) from 40 inspection and permits
issuing bodies and by the expert support offered to the Secretariat of the Economic Council under the
Prime Minister for further implementation of the System within the inspection and permits issuing bodies.
The NAC’s coordination and mentoring role in applying integrity standards in public sector was
strengthened by tailored expertise in implementing the ISO 37001 Anti-bribery management system and
NAC’s certification under this standard.
Output 4. Integrity standards in the private sector developed and endorsed by key stakeholders:
The Project managed to achieve meaningful results in promoting integrity in business and building new
partnerships with the private sector representatives by conducting public awareness campaigns, focused
training sessions, facilitating consultations with private sector/business associations on barriers and
challenges in anticorruption compliance and successfully piloting a novel Integrity Award in business.
Despite the negative COVID19 impact on the business sector, a total of 27 companies participated in
piloting the Business Integrity Award and 15 companies (6 in 2020 and 9 in 2021) received the distinction.
By successfully piloting the Award, the Project equipped NAC and Chamber of Commerce and Industry by
a novel and sustainable tool of promoting integrity standards in business. A comprehensive Assessment
of the implementation of the integrity plans and of the compliance with the integrity standards by the
state/municipal enterprises was conducted in 31 state-owned and municipal enterprises, while a total of
175 SOEs were surveyed at the initial stage of the research. The study concluded that most of the state
and municipal enterprises do not have effective mechanisms to ensure institutional integrity. The report
delivered a series of recommendations for the responsible authorities and for the state owned/municipal
enterprises for enhancing the application of the integrity standards.
Output 5 Enhanced civic engagement for an effective and objective monitoring of the integrity system:
Project strongly contributed to expanding civic space and public participation in monitoring of
anticorruption policies. Project raised capacities of 44 representatives (12 m/32 w) of 27 NGOs in shadow
monitoring of the NIAS implementation. In two years of implementing a Small Grants Programme for
NGOs on shadow monitoring of the anticorruption action plans under the NIAS, the selected 12 NGOs
ensured participatory monitoring of 7 sectorial and 23 local (district level) action plans and they are now
6

fully capacitated to get effectively engaged in monitoring anticorruption policies implementation. Project
strengthened the anticorruption demand side by launching innovative applications developed by civictech organizations: upgraded version of the OpenMoney 2.0 platform allowing to establish the links
between institutions, companies and persons within the public procurement process using open data; and
the ReLAWed platform allowing any citizen to report ambiguous or interpretable laws or normative acts,
which may generate corruption. The Project contributed to setting up a system for the protection of
whistleblowers by developing a new on-line tool for the submission of the requests for protection and
of the on-line e-learning Course on whistleblowing and the protection of whistleblowers, as part of the
official Ombudsperson Office website, as well as by raising citizen’s awareness on the importance of this
anticorruption mechanism, and by the peer learning from the Hungarian Ombudsperson’s Institution
offered to the OO and NAC. Under this Output, the Project supported elaboration of two knowledge
products: a novel analytical study on the impact of corruption on the fulfilment of human rights in
Moldova and of Study on witness protection in corruption cases. During 2019 -2021 the Project
successfully mainstreamed youth engagement into anticorruption and promoting integrity by supporting
a network of 66 (17 boys/49 girls) young anticorruption volunteers hosted by the NAC, who were actively
engaged in various activities of promoting integrity among peers and to the larger public. 6,920
youngsters were reached by the anticorruption concerts, quizzes, summer schools, two editions of
the on-line Club of Anticorruption Ideas, flash mobs, and by the two novel tools developed by the
Project: online anticorruption game 4integrity and an anticorruption cartoon for children.
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I.

BACKGROUND

The Project implementation was influenced by two major contextual factors: a complex and unstable
political environment during 2019-2021 and the COVID19 pandemic and unprecedented related
restrictions which emerged since February 2020. During this period Moldova faced the change of 4
governments (three in 2019 and one in 2021), periods of non-functionality of the Parliament, November
2020 Presidential elections, and July 2021 snap Parliamentary elections.
These factors have obviously impacted the overall context of the National Integrity and Anticorruption
Strategy (NIAS) 2017-2020 implementation and to a certain extent, diverted the attention of public
authorities and institutions from an effective application of the integrity and anticorruption policies and
actions envisaged by the Strategy and the related legislation. At the same time, it is important to mention
that the National Anticorruption Center (NAC) was not much affected by the political crisis and
government changes in terms of staff turnover or internal restructuring. Change of the senior
management after the deep political crisis in July 2019 resulted in a higher openness of the institution
towards partners and general public, which has positively impacted the Project’s implementation.
During the Project implementation period, NIAS 2017 – 2020 remained the main strategic document in
the field. The progress of the NIAS implementation was also affected by both political and pandemic
factors. As the result, the Action Plan for the Strategy implementation could not be fully implemented by
the end of 2020. On 25 November 2020 the Parliamentary Commission for National Security, Defence and
Public Order took the decision to extend the NIAS’s implementation for two more years until 2022.
However, due to the following political crisis and dissolution of the Parliament in April 2021, the decision
on the NIAS extension was not approved yet by the Parliament.
According to the NAC report on the NIAS’s Action Plan implementation during 2017-2020, out of the total
127 actions included in the Action Plan, 67 actions (53%) were accomplished, 50 actions (39%) were partly
accomplished, 7 actions (6%) were not accomplished and 3 (2%) - outdated. The big share of actions
qualified as partly accomplished are permanent actions aiming to strengthen the institutional integrity
climate and the transparency of the decision-making processes, that continue to be implemented. To
mention that during 2019-2021, the Project supported and contributed to the implementation of 33
(26%) of the Strategy’s Actions, as per the below Table.
Pillar II. government, public sector and local public administration
Priority II.1. Promotion of public entities’ integrity
No
.
7

13

14
15

Status,
as
per the NAC
Report

SNIA Action

Project inputs

Ensuring the non-admission, denunciation of
corruption acts and protection of integrity
whistleblowers
Ensuring compliance with the regime of restrictions
and limitations in relation to ending the mandate,
labor or duty relations, and migration to private sector
of public agents (revolving doors)

Awareness campaigns, electronic tool for requesting
protection, e-learning course, upgraded and endowed
call centers for NAC and for the Ombudsperson’s Office

Ensuring the carrying out of corruption risks’
management

Methodological Guide on the
management in public institutions

risk

Partly
accomplished

Training public agents and heads of public entities
regarding the institutional integrity standards

Training of NIAS focal points on monitoring, evaluation
and reporting on the NIAS implementation (OctoberNovember 2019)

Partly
accomplished

Priority II.2. Sector approach to corruption
Creation of a coordination mechanism for the
development and implementation of the sectorial
19
action plans by the central authorities responsible for
the sectors foreseen at the actions 20-28

Training on revolving doors for public institutions and
private sector representatives (November 2020)
corruption

Training of NIAS focal points on monitoring, evaluation
and reporting on the NIAS implementation (OctoberNovember 2019)

Partly
accomplished
Partly
accomplished

Accomplished
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20
21
22
23

24
25
27
28
29

30

Approving and implementing the sectorial
anticorruption plan in the Customs sector
Approving and implementing the sectorial
anticorruption plan in the fiscal sector
Approving and implementing the sectorial
anticorruption plan in the public procurements sector
Approving and implementing the sectorial
anticorruption plan in the sector of administration and
change of ownership of public property
Approving and implementing the sectorial
anticorruption plan in the health protection and
health insurance sector
Approving and implementing the sectorial
anticorruption plan in the education sector
Approving and implementing the sectorial
anticorruption plan in the area of ensuring public
order
Approving and implementing the sectorial
anticorruption plan in the environmental sector
Creation of a coordination mechanism for the
development and implementation of the local anticorruption action plans
Adopting and implementing anticorruption plans in
the area of local public administration

Organised inter-sectoral consultations on the
implementation of NIAS - issues, challenges, best
practice
Shadow monitoring report on the AP implementation
(NGO small grant)
Shadow monitoring report on the AP implementation
(NGO small grant) and Impact Assessment report
Shadow monitoring report on the AP implementation
(NGO small grant)
Shadow monitoring report on the AP implementation
(NGO small grant)
Shadow monitoring report on the AP implementation
(NGO small grant)
Shadow monitoring report on the AP implementation
(NGO small grant)
Shadow monitoring report on the AP implementation
(NGO small grant)
Shadow monitoring report on the AP implementation
(NGO small grant) and Impact Assessment report
Training of NIAS focal points on monitoring, evaluation
and reporting on the NIAS implementation (OctoberNovember 2019)
Shadow monitoring reports on 23 local APs
implementation (NGO small grants); support for
drafting Chisinau municipality AP (2021)

Accomplished
Accomplished
Partly
accomplished
Accomplished

Partly
accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished

Partly
accomplished
Accomplished

Partly
accomplished

Pillar III. Justice and anticorruption authorities
Priority III.2. Efficiency of justice and anticorruption authorities

5

10

13
14

Establishing specialized courts / panels for examining
cases of corruption, corruption assimilated and
related cases
Carrying out strategic and operational analyses so as
to identify the cases of illicit enrichment, conflicts of
interest, misappropriation of public property and
foreign assistance funds.
Creating the national line for integrity whistleblowers
and training the line operators
Promoting an information campaign for integrity
whistleblowers and public agents who denounce
corruption acts regarding their rights to be protected

Study Effective sanctions for corruption offences and
the appropriateness of establishing specialized anticorruption courts/panels
Tailor training in strategic and operational analysis for
NAC Analytical Departments, endowing Analytical
Department with IBM i2 Analyst Notebook licenses
NAC and Ombudsperson’s Office endowed with
modern call centers

Not
accomplished
Accomplished

Accomplished
Accomplished

Awareness campaigns conducted

Priority III.3. Enhancing educational measures and those for corruption prevention

20
21

22

23

26

27

Launching the online platform for anticorruption e-learning course ”Institutional Integrity and Antitraining and integrity promotion
corruption Policies and Standards” for civil servants
Training pupils and students in the spirit of integrity Training of young anticorruption volunteers; 2 summer
and intolerance to corruption
schools; 2 editions of on-line Anticorruption Ideas Club
Training of representatives of the private sector
regarding ethics in commercial relations, internal 4 workshops and training for private sector
control and transparency in business relations with representatives
the State
Launching and implementing the electronic platform
for ensuring institutional integrity and e-record of e-Institutional Integrity System adjusted
professional integrity
Carrying out by NAC of anticorruption expertise of
draft normative and legislative acts, under the
Adjusting e-corruption proofing software by adding a
conditions of the Integrity Law and the new
new module on normative acts
Methodology on carrying out anticorruption expertise
by NAC
Publication and presentation of studies related to the Two studies assessing the efficiency, costs and impact
findings of the anticorruption proofing expertise of the Anticorruption proofing of legislation during
carried out by the NAC
2016-2018 and 2019-2020 developed
Pillar VI. People’s advocate (Ombudsperson)
Priority VI.1. Preventing corruption for ensuring human rights’ protection

Partly
accomplished
Partly
accomplished
Partly
accomplished

Partly
accomplished

Accomplished

Accomplished
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1

Identifying the cases of violation of human rights in the
activity of public entities causes by of lack of
institutional and professional integrity

Support in strategic litigation of a whistleblower’s
case

Accomplished

Priority VI.2 . Protecting the fundamental rights of integrity whistleblowers
Accomplished

6

Training the representatives of the People’s Advocate
regarding the institution of integrity whistleblowers

Experience sharing and training with Hungarian
Ombudsman Office, support for the participation at
the IACA’s specialized training on Successful
Strategies and Best Practices in Whistleblower
Casework: Defense, Investigations and Resolution

Training of civil servants on whistleblower institution
and human rights observance

Information materials for trainings elaborated; online e-learning Course on whistleblowing and the
protection of whistleblowers elaborated

Accomplished

7

8

Submitting response documents to public authorities in
order to protect the whistleblowers

Support in strategic litigation of a whistleblower’s
case

Accomplished

Pillar VII. “Private sector”
Priority VII.1. Transparency of private sector in relations with public sector
Organization of periodical public consultations
between the representatives of the public sector and
Support in maintaining platform for cooperation on
Accomplished
2
the business environment regarding the national
promoting integrity between public and private sector
anticorruption policies and commitments with impact
over the economic activity
Priority VII.2. Increasing g integrity in the activity of state Priority VII.2. Priority VII.2. Increasing integrity in the activity of state
and municipal enterprises
Monitoring the adoption and implementation of
Assessment of the implementation of the integrity
measures from the registers of corruption risks and/or
Partly
6
plans and of the compliance with the integrity
accomplished
integrity plans for the enterprises with full or majority
standards by the state/municipal enterprises.
state/municipal shares
Priority VII.3. Business ethics
Dissemination in the business community of the
Best practices of integrity compliance in private sector
international standards for preventing corruption in the
workshop (November 2019); representatives of 40
private sector (ISO 37001:2016 „Anti-bribery
12
inspection and permits issuing bodies trained in Accomplished
Management Systems. Requirements with guidance for
implementing
ISO
37001:2016
„Anti-bribery
use”) and the template code of ethics in business and
Management Systems”
corporate governance
Public awareness raising regarding the importance of
Public awareness campaigns conducted; Business
Accomplished
13 integrity, of preventing and combating corruption in
Integrity Award successfully piloted
the private sector

At the perception level, corruption continued to be seen both by the population and the donors’
community as a major challenge for the country’s sustainable democratic development. At the level of
public perception corruption remained among three major issues to be addressed to improve the socioeconomic situation in the country (Public Opinion Barometer (POB)). The trust in main public institutions
remained low, with some moderate increase between 2019 - 2021. According to January 2019 POB, 11,4%
of population trusted Parliament, 15,2% trusted Government and 16% trusted justice. According to the
latest June 2021 POB, 15% of the population trusted Parliament, 19% trusted Government and 19%
trusted justice.
A slight increase was also attested in the Transparency’s International Corruption Perception Index (CPI)
According to the latest 2020 CPI, Moldova scored 34 out of 100 points and ranked 115th out of 179
assessed countries, recording one point improvement comparing to 2018 CPI (33/117 out of 180
countries).
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I.

PROGRESS REVIEW

Output 1: Efficient and participatory monitoring and evaluation of NIAS implementation ensured

The Project supported the NIAS’ Secretariat through targeted capacity building activities, strengthened
the NAC’s capacities in integrity testing process linked to the NIAS objectives, as well as strengthened the
accountability of the NIAS’ implementation through awareness campaigns and targeted events addressing
the progress in the Strategy implementation.
The Project ensured evidence-based
monitoring and assessment of the NIAS
by presenting two editions of the NIAS
Impact Monitoring Surveys conducted
in 2019 and 2021. The Surveys results
were widely reflected by different news
portals and TV channels 1 . The Surveys
provides data against the NIAS indicators
and measured the evolution of
corruption manifestations and of the
anticorruption efforts against the
baseline survey conducted in 2017. The Presentation of the second NIAS Impact Monitoring Survey, 14 February
Surveys also provide gender sensitive 2019, Chisinau
data on corruption perception and
experience of men and women.
Limited progress could be observed between 2019 and 2021 for most of the Survey indicators, and for
some indicators the perception of corruption has slightly regressed. This can be attributed to the complex
and unstable political environment described in the Background section and frequent corruption related
scandals including at the high and political level discussed in the public space. Some positive tendencies
could be observed in the experience of business with corruption, as well as in the experience of reporting
corruption, which could be attributed to the conducted awareness campaigns.
The surveys showed that corruption is continuously perceived as a serious problem by the population,
business community and public sector. On a 10-point scale, where 1 = corruption in Moldova is a very
serious problem, and 10 = corruption in Moldova is not a problem at all, the gravity of corruption was
assessed at 2.9 points by public agents (3.3 in 2019), 1.9 points by business (2.1 in 2019) and 1.9 points by
population (1.8 in 2019). Survey also suggested that the trust in Parliament and Government has
decreased with several points in the perception of population but has increased in the perception of
business. These tendencies could be explained by the general political instability during the reported
period.
At the same time, the level of respondents who consider that the level of corruption in Moldova has
slightly/considerably decreased, has raised: from 8% (2019) to 12% (2021) for population and from 18%
(2019) to 26% (2021) for business.

1https://www.jurnaltv.md/news/44514b191e98da1a/studiu-coruptia-o-problema-

grava.html?utm_source=RSS&utm_medium=RSS&utm_campaign=RSS; https://anticoruptie.md/ro/stiri/studiu-pnud-volumul-estimat-al-mitei-aajuns-la-516-milioane-de-lei-in-2019; http://tv8.md/2020/02/14/studiu-moldovenii-au-dat-anul-trecut-mita-in-valoare-de-516-milioane-de-lei/ ;
http://www.infotag.md/populis-ru/296141/ ; https://diez.md/2021/12/16/studiu-top-10-cele-mai-corupte-institutii-din-moldova-in-opiniapopulatiei-de-rand-si-a-agentilor-economici/ ; http://www.infotag.md/populis-ru/296141/
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The Survey attested an improvement of the experience with corruption for business: comparing to 4.7%
in 2019, only 2% of business admitted they paid a bribe in 2021. In case of the general population this
indicator has slightly worsened: from 7% in 2019 to 9.9% in 2021.
The Survey attested a positive tendency in reporting corruption, which could be attributed to the
conducted awareness campaigns. Thus, in 2021, 16% of the population admitted they have reported acts
of corruption they confronted with – 6% more comparing to 2019, and a slight increase of 1% for business
(from 9% in 2019 to 10% in 2021). At the same time, the number of respondents who did not report
corruption because they believed they would not be protected, also increased: from 22 to 27% for
population and from 15 to 34% for business.
To ensure the efficient monitoring of the NIAS the capacities of the NIAS Secretariat were developed
through learning and experience sharing activities: participation at two forums on the implementation of
the United Nations Convention on Corruption (UNCAC): the Meeting of the Implementation Review Group
(IRG) of the United Nations Convention Against Corruption (2 - 4 September 2019, Vienna) and the
Conference of State Parties to UNCAC (16-20 December 2019, Abu Dhabi). Participation in these forums
contributed to higher quality of implementing and reporting on the anticorruption policies
implementation, including the reporting under the UNCAC review mechanism.
The Project also supported the Secretariat in amending the Action Plan for the NIAS implementation in
line with the decision of the Parliamentary Commission for National Security, Defence and Public Order,
as of 25 November 2020, to extend the Strategy for 2021-2022. Two public consultations with the
participation of relevant civil society organizations were organized in February 2021, feed-back from the
participants collected and proposals for amending the Action Plan filed to the NIAS Secretariat. However,
due to the following political crisis and dissolution of the Parliament in April 2021, the decision on the
NIAS extension was not approved yet by the Parliament.
The Project supported NAC in updating the “e-Institutional Integrity” IT system (developed under the
previous project) to ensure its interoperability with other anti-corruption e-tools and modules. The
operations management within the systems and the component for issuing integrity certificates were
adjusted. A functionality allowing to generate statistical reports in line with the approved models was
elaborated. The reports were integrated with the electronic signature system Msign and the entire system
was connected to the data Interoperability Governmental Platform MConnect to facilitate the exchange
of data between the authorities and ensure the interoperability with other relevant registries. In addition,
a new module “Data analytics” was developed to help end users visualise information under different
perspectives, map, combine and/or correlate various types of information. The Project also ensured
procurement of IT equipment necessary for storing and managing the data from "e-Integrity" system
(storage and desktops). Relevant NAC staff were trained in managing the “e-Institutional Integrity"
system. During the reported period the system could be only partly piloted due to a litigation with the
Center for Personal Data Protection (CPDP). On 3d November 2021, the Supreme Court of Justice declared
the CPDP’s claim inadmissible and now the system can be put in production.
Screenshot of the NIAS on-line reporting module
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The NIAS on-line reporting module of the system was successfully piloted within the 2020 reporting on
the NIAS implementation. Out of 43 reporting authorities, 55% (24) have reported in the electronic
system. To increase the efficiency of the system implementation by the public authorities, two video
tutorials for civil servants were produced for the module on the NIAS e-monitoring and for the Integrity
Testing Register.
Aiming to support the justice sector in overstepping the difficulties in the implementation of the NIAS,
per the request of the NIAS Secretariat and based on the COVID19 related Project Action Plan adjustments
in 2020, the Project supported a research on Effective sanctions for corruption offences and the
appropriateness of establishing specialized anti-corruption courts/panels, involving international and
national expertise. The study provides recommendations for ensuring the proportionality and
demotivating character of sanctions for corruption (related) offences, based on an analysis of
international anticorruption standards and of national legal framework. Findings were discussed with
representatives from state bodies and civil society. The study suggests that fines for corruption offences
should be increased and correlated both with the income and property of the offenders, the value of the
undue benefit obtained by the latter, as well as damage caused. At the same time, the guilty of corruption
offences should be deprived of the right to hold any public office ever. The authors of the study also refer
to the possibility of creating specialized anti-corruption courts or panels and analyse both advantages and
risks related setting such institution. The research was presented in a public on-line event in February
2021 with the participation of relevant stakeholders from public and civic sectors. It was also filed to the
Ministry of Justice and has a high potential to contribute to the fulfilment of the action on amending
legislation to introduce harsher sanctions for corruption offences envisaged in the New Government
Action Plan for Justice and Anticorruption Sector.
To increase the outreach of the anticorruption awareness, the Project conducted yearly Integrity
campaigns dedicated to the celebration of the International Anticorruption Day of December 9. In 2019
the campaigns included organizing the XIV Edition of the yearly National Anti-corruption Conference,
which offered a broad platform to about 150 stakeholders for discussing the priorities of the National
Anti-corruption agenda and focused on the sectorial approach to corruption. The Conference was
combined with an Integrity Town set up within its venue and visited about 400 boys and girls from Chisinau
schools and universities, who attended an exhibition of public authorities engaged in corruption
prevention and fighting activities and discussed with civil servants responsible for such activities and
received information materials on this subject.

XIV Edition of the National Anti-corruption
Conference, 9 December, 2019, Chișinău

Integrity Town, 9 December 2019, Chișinău

A creative solution for raising awareness on anticorruption, which proved to be extremely effective in
promoting integrity values and in spreading anticorruption messages among young people, was the
launch of an unprecedented anticorruption rap song “If you’ve given if you’ve taken”. The song was
recorded in collaboration with the rapper Kapushon, the National Anticorruption Center and with the
engagement of young anticorruption volunteers and became a real success story in a short period of time.
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In less than one month the video with the rap song had over 900 K reach, over 7 K likes, 653 K views, and
12 K shares in social media (October 2019 UNDP Media & Digital Monitoring Report).
Launch of the rap song was followed by the campaign "An integrity lesson by Kapushon". During
November 2019 – March 2020 the rapper Kapushon, along with the anti-corruption volunteers and the
employees of the National Anticorruption Center, carried out 9 informative corruption prevention
discussions combined with a concert hosted in high schools and universities in 6 districts of the country
(Chişinău, Orhei, Bălţi, Soroca, Leova, Hincesti). 2600 students benefited from these lessons watching the
video clip with the live interpretation by the rapper and discussing with anticorruption officers and
anticorruption volunteers on how to act when somebody gives or asks for a bribe. The campaign had a
wide outreach at national level among other students and professors through social media (over 12,000
views), photo reports and video stories.

“An integrity lesson from Kapushon” campaign, 3 March
2020, Leova

Capture from the videoclip “If you’ve given or if you’ve
taken”

As the pandemic restrictions were imposed, the Integrity campaign and the Anticorruption Week were
organized combining the on-line and off-line formats and included such activities as launching a series of
knowledge products analysing and assessing different aspects of corruption and corruption prevention
work (all products are mentioned below under the respective outputs); exposing billboards with
anticorruption slogans used by UNDP and NAC in their campaigns with an emphasis on messages that
convey the appeal to act with integrity and to reject corruption manifestations; producing Integrity
Calendars printed yearly in 6000 copies and distributed to public institutions to urge officials to ensure an
honest public administration; organizing flashmobs on preventing corruption at customs points.
In total, about 1,000,000 men and women, boys and girls were reached by the Project’s 10 complex
information and awareness campaigns including the yearly Integrity campaigns dedicated to 9 December.

Output 2: Strengthened capacities of the anticorruption authority to enforce and improve integrity
instruments
As per the action plan, the Project contributed to strengthening NAC’s capacities in performing
anticorruption expertise of legislation, awareness raising and strategic and operational analysis skills.
The Project digitalized the NAC internal processes of performing the corruption proofing of the
legislation. The e-Expertise software elaborated under the previous Project in 2015-2016 was updated to
ensure alignment with the new Law on normative acts of 22.12.2017. In line with its provisions, a new
module for the expertise of normative acts (Government Decisions and Departmental acts) in addition to
the existing module on the expertise of legislative acts (laws) was developed. To increase the efficiency of
the system its interoperability with the relevant systems of the e-Governance platform including the
integration with the electronic signature Msign was ensured. The system is operational and ensures
14

efficiency of the anticorruption expertise process. During 2019-2021, NAC developed 1906 corruption
proofing reports using the E-expertise digital tool.

Screenshot of the public interface of the e-Expertise software as part of the NAC Official website

The NAC corruption proofing of legislation function has been strengthened by the provision of tailored
Guides on corruption proofing in the sector of Urbanism and Constructions and in Fiscal sector. The
Guidelines enhanced knowledge and understanding of the specific corruption risks in these two sectors
by the responsible NAC staff. Per the information offered by NAC, NAC experts used the guidance for the
expertise of draft normative acts which proved to contain corruption risks and risks to prejudice public
interest in the field of urbanism and construction (9 expertise reports drafted by the NAC 2) and in the
fiscal sector (20 expertise reports drafted by the NAC3) thus reducing corruption risks in the adopted
legislation.
As per the Action plan for the
NIAS implementation,
the
Project contributed to assessing
the
efficiency
of
the
anticorruption expertise of
legislation and informing main
stakeholders and general public
on the assessment results.
Two studies assessing the
efficiency, costs and impact of
the Anticorruption proofing of
Public presentation of the Study on “Anticorruption expertise during 2016legislation during 2016-2018 and 2018: efficiency, costs, impact”, 8 December 2020, Chisinau, Zoom
2019-2020
developed
by
independent experts were presented live with participation of the representatives of the Parliament,

2

https://cna.md/report_view.php?l=ro&id=6471 ; https://cna.md/report_view.php?l=ro&id=6436
REA No. ELO20/6866 as of 13.10.2020 https://cna.md/report_view.php?l=ro&id=7192; REA No. ELO20/6863 as of 13.10.2020
https://cna.md/report_view.php?l=ro&id=7180; REA No. ELO20/6929 as of 09.11.2020 https://cna.md/report_view.php?l=ro&id=7253; REA No.
ELO20/6989 as of 03.12.2020 https://cna.md/report_view.php?l=ro&id=7316; REA No. ELO21/7068 as of 31.12.2020
https://cna.md/report_view.php?l=ro&id=7404 ; https://cna.md/report_view.php?l=ro&id=7253 ;
https://cna.md/report_view.php?l=ro&id=7032 ; https://cna.md/report_view.php?l=ro&id=6908 ;
https://cna.md/report_view.php?l=ro&id=7300 ;
3
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Government, line ministries and have reached over 7600 viewers online on Facebook and Privesc.eu.
Findings of the studies were reflected on several news portals and TV channels4. The Study revealed a
positive tendency in diminishing the promotion of private interests through draft laws: from 34% of draft
laws promoting private interests in 2016 to 10% in 2018 and only 5% during 2019-2020; as for the
government decisions, the share of drafts promoting such interests accounted for 21% in 2016 and 3% in
2018; and in case of draft departmental acts - 28% in 2016 and 7% in 2018. To mention that the share of
the draft legislative and normative acts promoting certain interests in 2015 was estimated at 36% in a
similar study conducted in 2016. The efficiency assessment of the anticorruption expertise reports’
recommendations reveals a relatively high degree of recommendations acceptance: 70% of cases during
2016-2108 and 63% of cases during 2019-2020, meaning that the authors of draft normative acts apply
recommendations of the anticorruption expertise and exclude corruption risks from the legislation. The
corruption risks identified by the NAC specialists in the draft laws include abuse of office, conflict of
interests and/or favouritism, active corruption, trading in influence, exceeding official powers, and
exercise of the undue influence.
Yet, there are cases of avoiding the expertise: in 2016 – 7% of government decisions subject to an
anticorruption expertise were approved without it; in 2017 – this indicator reached 19%, in 2018 – 15%
and in 2020 it raised to 30%. The authors of the study also estimated that the value of the avoided
damages to the Public Budget exceeded 1.3 billion MDL during 2016-2018 and 1,5 billion MDL during
2019-2020 in cases when the recommendations provided in the NAC’s anticorruption expertise reports
were partially or fully followed. This fact implies that no public land plots or real estate were alienated,
no discretionary tax exemptions were applied, etc. At the same time, when these recommendations were
not observed, and drafts with political or private interests were adopted, these resulted in land plots being
sold at a nominal price in the detriment of the public interest, or when incompliant public-private
partnership projects were promoted, assets and real estate for over 2.3 billion lei during 2016-2018 and
2,54 billion lei during 2019-2020 were lost or will be inevitably lost. The reports provided data to ensure
an informed analysis of the efficiency and impact of corruption preventing tools and present an important
advocacy tool to emphasise the efficiency of the anticorruption expertise of legislation as a preventive
measure and to urge legislators and authorities to follow its recommendations.
Upon NAC request for an international expert opinion, the Project offered support for an independent
expert analysis of the Draft Law on amending some legislative acts (Law no. 308/2017 on preventing and
combating money laundering and financing of terrorism, the Enforcement Code of the Republic of
Moldova no.443/2004, Law no.135/2007 on limited liability companies and Law no.220/2007 on state
registration of legal entities and individual entrepreneurs) regulating the quality of "beneficial owner"
and an analyses on the conformity of this Draft Law with the international anticorruption standards,
norms and good practice related to anti-money laundering and asset recovery. To mention that the draft
law was also criticized by the civil society for its potential of promoting corrupt interests and limiting
investigation and recovery of stolen assets5. The analysis identified potential risks contained in the Draft
Law and a potential negative impact on the ability of the Republic of Moldova to effectively identify, seize
and confiscate the instruments and proceeds of crime thus affecting the public interest and hindering the
criminal assets recovery. The expert advice contained clear recommendations on how to eliminate these

4

https://anticoruptie.md/ro/stiri/studiu-privind-eficienta-expertizei-anticoruptie-interesele-private-continua-sa-si-faca-loc-in-legislatia-republiciimoldova ;
https://moldova.un.org/ro/104105-studiu-de-eficienta-expertizei-anticoruptie-interesele-private-continua-sa-si-faca-loc;
https://stiri.md/article/social/studiu-de-expertiza-anticoruptie-legislatia-contine-interese-private; http://www.infotag.md/economicsro/289246/; https://agora.md/stiri/81242/studiu-mai-multe-proiecte-de-legi-aprobate-in-2016-2018-ar-fi-patate-de-fenomenul-coruptiei;
http://tvrmoldova.md/actualitate/live-prezentarea-studiului-privind-eficienta-expertizei-anticoruptie-elaborat-cu-suportul-proiectului-pnudmoldova/;
5
https://www.transparency.md/2020/07/28/transparency-international-moldova-modificari-la-legea-combaterii-spalarii-banilor-proceduriviciate-si-riscuri-iminente/
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risks, which were endorsed by NAC as part of its anticorruption proofing expertise and passed to the
Parliament. As the result, the draft law was withdrawn6.
To strengthen the capacities of the NAC’s Department of Anticorruption Education to provide efficient
and accessible anticorruption learning to civil servants, the project developed an e-learning course
”Institutional Integrity and Anti-corruption Policies and Standards”, containing 27 learning subjects
tailored for senior and mid-level managers, newly recruited employees from central and local public
administration institutions7.

”Institutional Integrity and Anti-corruption Policies and Standards” e-learning course interface

The e-learning course content is developed in an intuitive manner, thus ensuring an easy and fast access
to information and knowledge in the field of integrity and anti-corruption norms, standards and
instruments and further building the capacities of the target groups. The course has been deployed on
the governmental platform and was piloted within three institutions: the National Anticorruption Centre
(20 new employees), the National Office of Social Insurance (100 men and women) and the National
Probation Inspectorate (186 men and women). The course has been publicly launched and presented to
the representatives of 25 public institutions (7 men, 18 women) and has been highly praised by the Egovernment Agency for its intuitive approach and comprehensiveness.
The Project strengthened NAC’s capacities in strategic and operational analysis by endowing NAC with
the IBM i2 software licenses – a specialized analytical tool which facilitates the analysis of large volumes
of data in a secure environment and produces the intelligence data. This tool currently is being applied
and ensures efficient performance of the strategic and operational analysis. In 2020, an on-line tailormade specialised certification training on intelligence analysis of corruption and corruption related acts
was provided for 12 officers of the division (10 men/2 women). The seven-day program included the
instruction on Open Source Intelligence, Social Media Intelligence, Imagery Intelligence (IMINT) and
Geospatial Intelligence (GEOINT), and strategic analysis of corruption crimes and context. Trained officers
will use the skills and knowledge received during the training in conducting their operational and strategic
analysis. After the completion of the course, applying the new learned analytical methods, the Analytical
Division has drafted 17 strategic analytical reports on corruption-related subjects: the implementation of
projects by the Moldovan Social Investment Fund, judicial expertise in construction, public patrimony
administration during rental and leasing real estate, corruption vulnerabilities in the promotion of state
policy on the movement of narcotic substances and the practice of the bodies involved in the process of
combating the illicit circulation of narcotic substances, threats to corruption in the procurement and
supply of electricity in the context of the liberalization of the energy market in the Republic of Moldova,
corruption threats in the field of historical monuments state protection, threats and corruption trends in
the public procurement process for 2021, vulnerabilities and corruption trends in the authorization

6

http://parlament.md/ProcesulLegislativ/Proiectedeactelegislative/tabid/61/LegislativId/5194/language/ro-RO/Default.aspx
https://cna.md/libview.php?l=ro&idc=5&id=3653&t=/Serviciul-relatii-publice/Comunicate-de-presa/Saptamana-anticoruptie-a-culminat-culansarea-Platformei-de-instruire-la-distanta-Anticoruptie-i-integritate-destinata-functionarilor-publici
7
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process, certifications and the registration of constructions in the municipalities of Chisinau, Balti and
Cahul, the perception of corruption in the society of the Republic of Moldova, in terms of the impact of
the media.
In the context of the COVID-19 related Action Plan adjustments, the project contributed to the cyber
security of the anticorruption agency and strengthening the sustainability of the NAC IT systems,
including those developed with the Project support, by offering a specialized consultancy to NAC in
implementing the ISO/IEC 27001 Information Security Management System. The expert team has
developed the Information Security Standards and has identified detailed safety standards and practices
applicable to NAC. 35 relevant NAC officers (24 men/11 women) were trained in applying the Standard.
At the same time, 16 Regulations on information security management were developed, establishing
procedures for Management of the informational resources; Control of the access to the informational
system; Management of changes in the informational system; and Management of incidents. As a result,
with the Project support, in October 2021 NAC obtained Certification under the ISO/IEC 27001 8 following
an independent audit.
During the Project implementation, it supported NAC and strengthened the capacities of the NAC’s
Anticorruption Education division to deliver anticorruption education for civil servants and population.
In 2019, NAC’s Department for Corruption Prevention, including 10 NAC integrity mentors, benefited of
ToT with the focus on effective communication. 23 (15w/8m) staff members of the Corruption Prevention
Department learned about the techniques of organizing effective training, tailoring it to different groups
of trainees, overcoming conflict situations, delivering effective discourses adjusted to specific audiences.
NAC’s Anticorruption Education division delivers annually more than 200 trainings.
Also in 2019, following the NAC’s request endorsed by the Project Steering Committee, the Project used
savings accumulated in the implementation of some activities for the modernization of the NAC
Conference and Training Room. The Room was renovated and endowed with the new translation
equipment, smart board and live streaming video camera. Since the renovation, the room has been used
on a regular basis for different types of events, ranging from the high-level meetings, conferences and
anticorruption trainings for both public sector officials and the young anti-corruption volunteers thus
providing an important facility for corruption prevention activities. New facilities in particular contributed
to ensuring anticorruption education during the pandemic restrictions, as described below.
The Project’s support to the NAC-led awareness raising activities within the "Anticorruption Day in Your
Town" campaign, conducted before the pandemic restrictions, unrolled in six local districts - Străşeni,
Leova, Briceni, Criuleni, Stefan Voda, Nisporeni contributed to a wide outreach. During the campaign NAC
officers delivered a series of targeted training sessions for a total of over 2,900 beneficiaries among whom

"Anticorruption Day in Your Town" campaign, 24 April 2019,
Leova

“Anticorruption Day in your Town” Campaign edition,
Nisporeni, 28 February 2020

8

https://cna.md/libview.php?l=ro&idc=5&id=3458&t=/Serviciul-relatii-publice/Comunicate-de-presa/Premiera-pentru-institutiile-anticoruptiedin-Republica-Moldova-CNA-a-obtinut-certificatele-internationale-anti-mita-i-de-securitate-a-informatiei
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managers and lawyers from the local de-concentrated public services, representatives of local public
administration and business companies, heads of medical and educational institutions, pupils of local
schools.
In parallel with the training sessions, NAC employees assisted by the young anticorruption volunteers held
discussions with citizens providing answers related to corruption prevention activities and offering
information materials at the Campaign’s tent installed in the downtown. On average about 500 men and
women participated in each Anticorruption Day - a total of about 3,000 citizens.
As the pandemic restrictions emerged at the
beginning of 2020, the Project strongly
contributed to ensuring continuation of the
corruption prevention and education activities
carried out by NAC by endowing the institution
with the on-line communication tools (annual
ZOOM license), a renovated training and
conference room endowed with modern
equipment, information materials, as well as
endowing NAC with a mobile anti-corruption
training centre to support the corruption
prevention
activities in different regions of the
First training offered by NAC using the mobile training centre, 24
July 2020, Department for transportation means’ registration and country. Use of the minibus allowed to continue
drivers’ qualification, Chisinau
training activities even during pandemic
restrictions, ensuring the observance of the social distancing by creating opportunities for conducting
trainings outdoors. The inside space of the mobile centre was designed to allow the hearing of citizens
who want to discuss with an anti-corruption officer, to report or to disclose an act of corruption. In 2020,
as per the NAC Annual report, a total of 7,483 beneficiaries including civil servants, private sector
representatives, youngsters and citizens received anticorruption training and awareness due to provision
of these tools. To mention that during 2020, NAC organized 88 Zoom training sessions and 26 sessions
using the minibus center. In 2021, according to the preliminary information offered by NAC’s Education
Division, it trained over 6,657 beneficiaries using the mentioned tools provided by the Project. Thus, in 3
years of the Project implementation, with its direct support, a total of 14,140 persons (civil servants and
public agents, private sector representatives, pupils and students) were trained by the NAC officers and
received information materials on applying anticorruption and integrity standards. To mention, that this
number does not reflect the total outreach of population achieved by the Project through its awareness
campaigns conducted on-line and off-line, aired on TV channels and in social media, and estimated at
about 1,000,000 people, as mentioned under the Output 1.

Output 3: Strong institutional integrity mechanisms at the sector and local levels established
Under this Output, the Project strengthened capacities of public institutions and NIAS focal points on
informed monitoring of the anticorruption policies implementation through targeted training and piloting
the Anticorruption Initiatives Assessment Methodology. Substantive effort was made to promote
implementation of the Anti-bribery management system in public institutions. Impact Assessments of two
anticorruption sectorial action plans provided informed analysis of the achieved progress and
recommendations for enhancing effective application of anticorruption policies in the two sectors.
The Project contributed to developing capacities of the anti-corruption focal points from the line
ministries, central and local public administration agencies/authorities for monitoring the
implementation of the NIAS at the sector/central and local level. 129 civil servants (46 m/83 w) from 79
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public institutions responsible for the NIAS implementation strengthened their capacities in evidencebased monitoring, evaluation and reporting on the NIAS implementation. Through this activity the Project
covered 95% of the focal points at the sector/central level and 94% of the focal points at the local level
(30 out of 32 districts), thus exceeding the set target of 70%.
According to the evaluation forms, the training participants appreciated the training topics as relevant for
their work at 3,65 points on a 0 to 4 scale. As part of the training methodology, a new working tool has
been developed for a more efficient organization of the monitoring process and offered to the trainees.
The monitoring tool simplifies and streamlines the procedures related to monitoring and ensures the
institutional memory within the entities regarding the NIAS’s implementation, monitoring and reporting
processes9. Bringing together different regions in one multi-stakeholder workshop proved to be a good
practice, creating a platform and an additional opportunity for networking, exchange and peer learning.
In this way, the training also included the elements of sector/local consultations on the NIAS
implementation. The feedback provided by NAC’s NIAS implementation Secretariat highlights that quality
of reports on NIAS implementation submitted by the reporting authorities has considerably improved
as a result of this comprehensive training exercise.

NIAS sector/central level focal points training on M&E, 1-2 October 2019, Chișinău

To capacitate public institutions in implementing integrity standards and reducing corruption risks, in line
with the NIAS, the Methodological Guide on the corruption risk management in public institutions was
developed engaging international expertise. The Guide is applied by public institutions starting from 2020,
which has the potential to reduce corruption risks in public institutions and reduce corruption experiences
of population interacting with public institutions 10.
To ensure informed evaluation of the sectorial anticorruption action plans, the Project supported
assessment of the action plans in the Fiscal and in the Environment Protection Sectors, developed under
the NIAS. Both assessments provided a thorough analysis of the Action plans implementation and related
challenges, as well as a set of recommendations for overcoming those challenges, thus contributing to
evidence-based future policymaking in these two sectors. Both reports were presented live with the
participation of the key stakeholders and decision-makers from the responsible public authorities, civil

9

/posts/2411199722283155; https://www.facebook.com/CentrulNati,onalAnticoruptie/posts/3045688408827305;
https://cna.md/libview.php?id=2509&idc=5&l=ro&t=%2FServiciul-relatii-publice%2FComunicate-de-presa%2FCNA-organizeaza-un-atelier-deinstruire-privind-monitorizarea-Strategiei-Nationale-de-Integritate10 http://www.ccrm.md/managementul-riscurilor-de-frauda-si-coruptie-subiect-discutat-cu-reprezentatii-cna-si-pnud-14398?fbclid=IwAR0G2BuCOdeEOXekGMt4sRz7Ba07cxsZKMihYI3BCx-jhJ9PGRrt760_OxQ ; http://curentul.md/stiri/ccrm-cna-si-pnud-au-discutatdespre-riscurile-de-frauda-si-coruptie-in-cadrul-entitatilor-publice.html; http://oficial.md/social/managementul-riscurilor-de-frauda-si-coruptiesubiect-discutat-de-ccrm-cna-si-pnud
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society experts and development partners, were followed by over 5050 viewers during the live
transmission and created the news lines on national news portals11.
The assessment in the fiscal sector concluded that although the majority of actions in the Sector
Anticorruption Action Plan for 2018-2020 were fully or partially implemented, the impact of the
implemented activities was medium and low. As main achievements, the report mentioned the decreased
level of tax evasion by implementing measures for managing and monitoring tax inspectors’ activities and
increasing discipline among the taxpayers. The experts recommended further extension of the online
administrative-fiscal procedures, improving fiscal control processes, developing an integrated information
system for fiscal administration, by unifying its components and modernizing its technical infrastructure.
The report on the Anticorruption Action Plan in the area of environment protection for 2018-2020
concluded that it did not achieve its expected results, and the situation related to institutions’
corruptibility, transparency and capacities worsened in many areas. The most problematic was the
chapter related to “Increasing the level of decision-making transparency within environmental authorities
and ensuring access to environmental information”, in which all the actions remained unachieved, while
the fines for environmental contraventions were applied discretionary, hence leaving space for abuses.
Most important progress was registered only for the chapter related to “Adjusting and developing the
primary regulatory framework”. Main recommendations of the experts referred to planning the
anticorruption actions in the long-term sector strategic documents, financing the environmental area
within dedicated budgetary programs, excluding various types of patronage and corruptible practices
related to distribution of budgetary resources for archiving environmental objectives, enhancing
institutional capacities of authorities in this field.
To enhance the application of institutional integrity mechanisms by public institutions, the Project in
partnership with NAC piloted for two consecutive years the system of the Korean Anticorruption
Initiatives Assessment (AIA) Award to rate the performance of public institutions in the compliance with
the integrity standards12 based on the methodology adjusted by the Project to Moldovan context in 2019.
In the first year the AIA methodology was piloted in 8 public authorities and in 2020 in 9 public authorities
(ministries). The AIA exercise was conducted under the NAC auspices with the expert support contracted
by the Project. For a more diverse approach, the report was consulted with a number of experts from
non-governmental organizations as well as public institutions.
The assessments results showed that none of the authorities that participated in the pilot managed to
reach the maximum score based on the AIA methodological benchmarks. The piloting exercise from the
first year (2019) was applied for the sectorial anticorruption action plans and revealed the need for some
improvements of the methodology with the view to ensuring a more uniform approach to the set
indicators. In this context, in consultation with the Project’s National Partner it was decided to not publish
the first assessment report, which was presented only to the assessed institutions in a workshop.

11

https://anticoruptie.md/ro/stiri/responsabilii-de-la-fisc-nu-au-reusit-sa-asigure-implicarea-societatii-civile-in-procesul-decizional;
https://www.privesc.eu/Arhiva/92924/Prezentarea-publica-a-raportului-de-evaluare-a-impactului-Planului-sectorial-de-actiuni-anticoruptie-indomeniul-fiscal-pentru-anii-2018-2020; http://viitorul.org/ro/content/planul-sectorial-de-ac%C8%9Biuni-anticorup%C8%9Bie-%C3%AEndomeniul-fiscal-nu-produs-schimb%C4%83ri-majore-%C3%AEn ; https://anticoruptie.md/ro/stiri/raport-domeniul-mediului-afectat-de-coruptieamenzile-aplicate-in-mod-discretionar-lasa-loc-pentruabuzuri?fbclid=IwAR1L6OkNqK80MsWs529Jybrxsmdx1hlpZmDyE0Jya9ZbaCV7RAKj44mBSms; https://news.yam.md/ro/story/12391738
12 https://cna.md/libview.php?l=ro&idc=5&id=2683&t=/Serviciul-relatii-publice/Comunicate-de-presa/CNA-PA-si-ARBI-au-discutat-cureprezentantii-Comisiei-Europene-despre-progresele-atinse-in-investigarea-fraudei-bancare-si-implementarea-SNIA
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In the second year (2020), the AIA
methodology was applied for the
assessment of the compliance by 9
ministries with 10 out of 14
anticorruption policies mandatory
for all public authorities, which
ensured a more uniform character
of the evaluation. The purpose of
the Assessment was to encourage
public institutions to develop the
climate of institutional integrity, as
well as to ensure a constant
mechanism for monitoring and guiding public entities by the NAC in achieving effective measures to
prevent corruption, including anti-corruption and integrity policy documents. Some ministries have failed
to satisfactorily provide the institutional infrastructure to ensure the integrity climate, noting the lack of
reports on the implementation of anti-corruption actions, the lack of a special directory on the web pages
for the "anti-corruption" component, etc., which influenced the ranking. The expert provided a series of
recommendations to enhance effective implementation and compliance with anticorruption policies in
public authorities, presented to the evaluated authorities within a workshop13.
As a general conclusion of the piloting exercise, it shall be mentioned that due to the big differences in
Moldovan and Korean anticorruption institutional and legal frameworks, but also to the specific country
contexts, the adaptation of the AIA methodology to Moldovan context imposed considerable changes to
the original methodology. However, the general methodological framework and guidelines established by
the Korean Anti-Corruption Authority were preserved. A full adaptation and institutionalization of the
assessment would require additional resources, including human resources, for NAC, and could take
several years for the full institutionalisation. This effort, however, as the presentation workshops
demonstrated, has a high potential to provide incentives for public institutions to better prioritize
enforcement of integrity standards and stimulate a healthy competition between institutions in
promoting these standards.

AIA Methodology Validation Workshop, 13 December 2019,
Chișinău

AIA results presentation Workshop & Corruption Risks
Management Training 28-29 September 2021, Chisinau

The Project also used this piloting exercise to build the capacities of participating authorities in
implementing anticorruption policies. According to the methodology, it was envisaged that a group of the
best performing authorities would benefit from a thematic study visit to learn best practices in

13

https://www.cna.md/libview.php?l=en&idc=5&id=3444&t=/Mass-media/Events/The-results-of-the-evaluation-of-anti-corruption-initiativesimplemented-by-nine-ministries-in-the-Republic-of-Moldova-during-2020
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anticorruption. However, due to COVID19 restrictions, it was not possible to organize such study visits. In
this context, and also considering that none of the authorities demonstrated an excellent compliance with
the policies, the Project organized thematic on-line trainings for all institutions participating in the
exercise. In 2020, eight participating authorities benefited from a two-day workshop on the ISO 37001
Anti-Bribery Management System. A total of 29 civil servants (12 men/17 women) – integrity focal points
from public institutions and from NAC were trained on such topics as the principles of the Standard,
planning and implementation stages, audit, functions of integrity compliance officers, investigative
procedures, and financial and non-financial controls. In 2021, responding to training needs highlighted in
the AIA report, a group of 18 civil servants (7 men, 11 women) from 9 ministries were trained within a
two-days workshop on the Management of corruption risks by the NAC and civil society experts and also
benefited from a presentation on the practice of the French Anti-Corruption Agency.
In the context of the COVID19 related Action Plan adjustments, per the NAC request to develop its
coordination and mentoring role in applying integrity standards in the public sector, the Project
supported NAC in implementing the ISO 37001 Anti-bribery management system. NAC officers, including
managerial staff, benefited from a comprehensive consultancy for the Standard implementation,
including an audit of the existing internal regulation. During the final year of the Project, NAC successfully
passed the independent audit and was awarded certification in the ISO 37001 Anti-bribery Management
System14. To flag, that NAC is the first anticorruption agency in Moldova certified in Anti-Bribery Standard
and is now fully capacitated to guide public authorities in applying anticorruption policies.
To strengthen institutional integrity mechanisms in public sector, the Project replied to a request for
support of the Economic Council by the Prime Minister for ensuring a uniform anti-bribery compliance
within the inspection bodies and permits issuing bodies through implementing the Anti-Bribery
Management System ISO 37001:2016 Standard. An expert contracted by the project provided the
Economic Council Secretariat with a Concept, an Action plan and a List of procedures/standard documents
for implementing the Anti-Bribery Management System in 40 inspection and permits issuing bodies for
ensuring compliance with the Standard. 241 (116 women 125 men) managers, auditors and integrity focal
points from 40 inspection and permits issuing bodies received detailed and practical guidelines for the
implementation of ISO 37001 within seven on-line training sessions. To ensure sustainability of the
achieved progress, the concept has been presented to interested stakeholders (implementing agencies,
prime-ministers’ advisors, donors and development partners) for further implementation. As a result, the
Economic Council Secretariat is now fully equipped to take an active role in promoting the anti-corruption
policies, and specifically the Prime Minister’s decision of 07.10.2020 on the implementation of the AntiBribery Management System standard ISO 37001 within the inspection and permits issuing bodies.

Presentation of the ISO 37001 implementation concept
within the inspection and permits issuing bodies, 9 July 2021,
Chisinau

Training for managers, auditors and responsible public
agents on the ISO 37001 implementation within the
inspection and permits issuing bodies, 20-24 September
2021, Chisinau

14

https://cna.md/libview.php?l=ro&idc=5&id=3458&t=/Serviciul-relatii-publice/Comunicate-de-presa/Premiera-pentru-institutiile-anticoruptiedin-Republica-Moldova-CNA-a-obtinut-certificatele-internationale-anti-mita-i-de-securitate-a-informatiei
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To ensure a participatory process of the sector
anticorruption action plans implementation, the
Project has facilitated five inter-sectoral consultations
on the implementation of NIAS and the sectorial anticorruption action plans - in the education, public
property administration, public procurement, customs
and the environment sectors. The meetings have
convened stakeholders from the relevant public
institutions and CSOs active in the field, allowing the
Consultations on the implementation progress of the participants to discuss the issues, challenges and
sector anti-corruption action plan in education, 8 progress achieved. The CSOs conducting shadow
November 2019, Chișinău
monitoring of the sectorial Anticorruption Action Plan
for 2018-2020 have presented their comments and
observations on the results achieved by the institutions, revealing new opportunities for enhancing the
implementation progress. 5 consultations were attended by a total of 81 persons (63 women 18 men).

Consultations on the implementation progress of the
sector anti-corruption action plan in public property, 14
November 2019, Chișinău

Consultations on the implementation of the AC AP in the
sector of protection of environment, 25 November 2020,
Chisinau, online

Consultations on the implementation progress of the
sector anticorruption action plan in public
procurement, 21 November 2019, Chișinău

Consultations on the implementation of the AC AP in the customs
sector, 24 November 2020, Chisinau, online

In 2021, using the contingency funds, the Project replied to the request of Chisinau City Hall to offer
support in drafting an Anticorruption Action Plan for Chisinau municipality15. The Action Plan has been
published for public consultations on the City Hall official web page and comments from any interested
party can be received by 10th December 202116. At the consultation meeting held on 7th December 2021,
the Deputy Mayor announced that the Action Plan is to be approved in January 2022. To flag that under
the NIAS, all district level local public authorities had to adopt anticorruption action plans since 2017. Due
15

https://www.facebook.com/i.ceban.public/posts/927628534507689; https://www.facebook.com/i.ceban.public/posts/946297715974104;
https://chisinau.md/libtdview.php?l=ro&idc=999&id=36251&t=/Transparenta/Consultare-publica/Anunt-privind-organizarea-consultariiPlanului-local-anticoruptie-al-municipiului-Chiinau-pentru-anii-2022-2025
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to some contextual and political evolutions Chisinau municipality remained the only local authority failing
to adopt such a plan. By offering expert support in drafting the plan the Project contributed to establishing
strong institutional integrity mechanisms at the level of the capital city which due to the concentration of
social and economic activities has the highest degree of vulnerability to corruption.

Output 4: Integrity standards in the private sector developed and endorsed by key stakeholders

“Best practices of integrity compliance in private sector”
workshop, 20 November 2019, Chisinau

The Project focused on promoting integrity
standards in private sector by conducting public
awareness campaigns, facilitating consultations
with private sector/business associations on
barriers and challenges in anticorruption
compliance and piloting a novel Integrity Award in
business. By supporting the functioning and quality
aspects of the public-private interaction, along
with promoting integrity standards, the project laid
the foundation for business integrity, which is now
widely recognised as a precondition for sustainable
development.

Call for applications for the Integrity Award in Business launched in partnership with the NAC and the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry as part of the national annual contest Trade Mark of the Year, 4 March 2020, Chisinau

Despite a powerful negative impact on business of the COVID-19 crisis, the Project managed to achieve
meaningful results in promoting integrity in business and building new partnerships with the private
sector representatives. Aiming to strengthen the platform for cooperation on promoting integrity
between public and private sector through the regular dialogue and consultations, the Project has
organised 4 workshops and trainings for the private sector.
Wide outreach of the UNDP campaigns and activities targeting the private sector integrity led to
establishing a sustainable partnership with the leading business associations – the Chamber of Commerce
and Industry of the Republic of Moldova and the American Chamber of Commerce in Moldova - on the
anti-corruption compliance initiatives17. Based on the request of the American Chamber of Commerce,

17

UNDP: Legile generatoare de corupție pot fi raportate prin intermediul unei platforme lansate de PNUD și CNA - AmCham
https://chamber.md/legile-generatoare-de-coruptie-pot-fi-raportate-prin-intermediul-unei-platforme-lansate-de-pnud-si-cna/
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the project supported a targeted training session on whistleblowing, disclosure and protection
systems18, attended by 51 participants (33 women/18 men).

Training session on Integrity standards in the private sector. Disclosure of illegal practices and protection of
whistleblowers, 6 March 2020, Chisinau

Workshops on the application and enforcement of the "Revolving Doors" regime by public authorities and the private
sector, 10-12 November 2020, Chisinau – USA California, Zoom

To ensure a better anticorruption compliance within the private and public sectors, the project provided
international expertise on the application and enforcement of the "Revolving Doors" regime by public
authorities and the private sector. 20 NAC employees (13 women/7 men) and 55 representatives (29
women/26 men) of other public authorities and of private companies learned good international practices
and principles of the application and observance of post-employment restrictions (revolving doors) by
public authorities and the private sector in three on-line workshops 19 . According to the applied
questionnaires, 9 out of 10 participants consider that additional mechanisms are needed for reporting /
declaring revolving doors by public agencies and proposed several solutions that could be implemented,
such as signing a commitment by each public agent, issuing a certificate to avoid revolving doors in the
next institution where the person intends to be employed, and involving civil society in monitoring of the
process. Representatives of the private sector mentioned that in order to ensure compliance with the
revolving doors regime in their companies it would be necessary to develop a guide for the private sector
to help companies comply with the relevant articles of the Integrity Law. A report with recommendations
on the enforcing mechanisms relevant for the context of Moldova and based on the relevant international
practices and the feed-back from the workshop’s participants was filed to the NAC to support the
development of the secondary normative framework for the Revolving doors regime application.

18

https://amcham-moldova.glueup.com/event/20393/; https://amchammoldova.glueup.com/resources/protected/organization/881/event/20393/85bc3e0b-bf6c-47cd-bfb4-af69480b80ac.pptx
19 https://cna.md/libview.php?l=ro&idc=5&id=3036&t=/Serviciul-relatii-publice/Comunicate-de-presa/Cele-mai-bune-practici-internationale-inaplicarea-restrictiilor-post-angajare-pantuflajului-prezentate-in-cadrul-unor-atelierele-organizate-de-CNA-i-PNUD
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Aiming to promote integrity in private sector,
stimulate companies to build genuine integrity
systems within their businesses and disseminate
best practices, the project established and offered
for two consecutive years an Integrity Award to rate
the performance of private companies in
implementing integrity policies and standards under
a novel nomination of the Trademark of the Year
Contest, in partnership with the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (CCI) and NAC20. The project
The Lotus for Integrity Award, a symbol of purity, rebirth and
used all available communication channels to raise
enlightment
awareness of the private sector companies on the
novel Integrity in Business Award and organised a workshop21 to raise awareness on the new nomination
and strengthen the capacities of private companies in applying integrity standards. A campaign in social
media was organized and a promo video with the Lotus trophy was viewed by 33,000 people. A total of
15 companies (6 in 202022 and 9 in 202123) out of 27 nominees were awarded with the Integrity Award.
The companies presented their codes of ethics and conduct in business, procedures for reporting
irregularities at the workplace and for solving conflicts of interest, the mechanism for protection of
integrity whistleblowers, as well as procedures for internal control, declaration and evaluation of gifts.
After 2 consecutive years of piloting this nomination, it was recognized as a success both by NAC and the
CCI, as well as by the participating companies. By developing clear application and evaluation criteria and
framework for the Integrity in Business nomination, as well as the Lotus Trophy design, endorsed by all
participating stakeholders, the Project equipped NAC and CCI by a novel and sustainable tool of
promoting integrity standards in business.
The project raised awareness and promoted integrity standards in doing business through several
dedicated campaigns. Public awareness campaign on integrity standards targeting private sector and ‘I
did not buy my success’ campaign24 conducted in 2019 reached more than 50,000 men and women on
social media and over 300,000 via TV channels.

Capture from the spot explaining the advantages of
compliance and integrity in private sector

Characters from the testimonials of business men and women
within the campaign ‘I did not buy my success’

20

https://chamber.md/lansarea-concursurilor-marca-comerciala-a-anului-si-premiul-in-domeniul-calitatii-noi-nominalizari-in-acest-an/;
https://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2020/_ase-companii-private-au-obinut-un-premiu-pentruimplementarea-s.html; https://anticoruptie.md/ro/stiri/un-premiu-pentru-integritate-in-afaceri-instituit-in-premiera-in-republica-moldova;
21 https://cotidianul.md/2020/03/05/companiile-private-vor-putea-concura-pentru-un-premiu-de-integritate-in-afaceri/
22 https://anticoruptie.md/en/news/six-private-companies-were-awarded-by-undp-and-national-anticorruption-centre-for-implementingbusiness-integrity-standards?fbclid=IwAR1_1lAMtoAJoN1r6p7VfBplQSoFm0YUrzCYFciGMvuckXVqWGcfk4qZlS0
23 https://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2021/gala-business-integritate-2021.html
24 https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/videos/447360115975085/;
https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/videos/2432315360372511/; https://cna.md/libview.php?l=ro&idc=5&id=2597&t=/Serviciul-relatiipublice/Comunicate-de-presa/Campanie-de-promovare-a-integritatii-in-sectorul-privat-Eu-nu-mi-am-cumparat-succesul
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Building on the results of two editions of the Integrity in Business Award, the Project emphasised the small
companies which were most affected by the pandemic crisis but were successful in implementing integrity
standards. Nine small enterprises, which were awarded in 2020 25 and 2021 26 within the category
“promoting integrity standards in business”27, became the protagonists of the campaign “A prosperous
business is a business of integrity” broadcasted by several TV stations with national coverage and social
media networks. The actions aimed to advance the best practices in the area of implementing integrity
standards among small enterprises. In two years of implementation, the campaigns reached over 190,000
views in social media and an estimated 300,000 audience on the three TV channels. To mention that five
out of nine small companies featuring in the campaign for the good practices of implementing integrity
standards in business, are run by women.

”A prosperous business is a business of integrity” – video about
one of the winners of the Integrity Award - Edu Joc company

To enhance the effective implementation of integrity plans by state/municipal enterprises, the Project
supported the assessment of the implementation of the integrity plans and of the compliance with the
integrity standards by the state/municipal enterprises. At the first stage, the experts surveyed 175 stateowned and municipal companies to identify the presence of an integrity plan and/or corruption risks
register. At the second stage, a comprehensive research was conducted in 21 state-owned enterprises
and 10 municipal enterprises in Chisinau to assess the implementation of the integrity policies. The Study
was presented live with the participation of key stakeholders, while more than 8000 people watched the
presentation online on Facebook and privesc.eu. Findings of the study were reflected in many news
portals28 and will serve for the informed and evidence-based policymaking for enhancing the institutional
integrity standards’ application in the state-owned enterprises, which are considered as a sector highly
vulnerable to corruption.

25 https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/videos/379852056589018/;https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/videos/648358922517062/;

https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/videos/830325687509063/;https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/videos/1073512606424003/;
https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/videos/1866434276839416/;https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mu79nwCfqQc&feature=emb_title
26 https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/posts/4248936078509501; https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/posts/4248905328512576;
https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/posts/4248977298505379
https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/posts/4249001778502931
27 https://medium.com/undp-moldova/the-secret-of-a-successful-business-a-prosperous-business-is-a-business-of-integrity-15e4f6459782;
28 https://cna.md/libview.php?l=ro&idc=5&id=3006&t=/Serviciul-relatii-publice/Comunicate-de-presa/Studiu-Unele-intreprinderi-de-stat-imunicipale-au-restante-la-asigurarea-integritatii-institutionale/; http://www.viitorul.org/ro/content/mai-multe-%C3%AEntreprinderi-de-stat%C8%99i-municipale-au-restan%C8%9Be-la-asigurarea-integrit%C4%83%C8%9Bii; http://tvrmoldova.md/actualitate/studiu-mai-multeintreprinderi-de-stat-si-municipale-au-restante-la-asigurarea-integritatii-institutionale/;
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The study concluded that the majority of the state
and municipal enterprises do not have effective
mechanisms to ensure institutional integrity. The
evaluation results showed that 22 of the 31
reviewed companies have at least one official
document providing for actions to prevent and
reduce the risk of corruption (Integrity Plan and/or
Risks Register). Similarly, 22 of the assessed
companies had approved Codes of Conduct,
however, the reviewed Codes only briefly
described some corruption preventing policies and Public presentation of the Assessment of implementation of
did not include anti-corruption commitments. The integrity plans and/or risks registers by state and municipal
study also showed that every second surveyed staff companies, 19 November 2020, Chisinau, Zoom
member was not confident they would be protected when reporting an act of corruption. As a result,
between 2018 and 2020, no whistleblowing or integrity warnings have been registered in the assessed
companies. The report contains a series of recommendations for the responsible authorities and for the
state owned/municipal enterprises for enhancing the application of the integrity standards, increasing
transparency, applying public procurement standards, ensuring proper management of public goods,
implementing and sanctioning the violations of Codes of Conduct.

Output 5: Enhanced civic engagement for an effective and objective monitoring of the integrity system
The project strongly contributed to strengthening capacities of the civil society to monitor and evaluate
anticorruption policies and ensured participatory NIAS monitoring through the small grants programme,
successfully engaged youth in corruption prevention activities and promoted innovative approaches in
preventing corruption, raised awareness on the recently created institution of whistleblowing and
supported the Ombudsperson’s Office in setting up a system of the protection of whistle-blowers.

Information/training sessions for CSO's on NIAS shadow monitoring Small Grants Programme, 24 June – Chișinău,
26 June – Comrat, 2020

Project raised capacities of 44 representatives (12 m/32 w) of 27 NGOs in finding opportunities for
engagement in corruption prevention efforts and in shadow monitoring of the NIAS implementation
and of its local and sector level anticorruption action plans through targeted information/training
sessions29.
As the result, in two years of implementing a Small grants programme for NGOs on shadow monitoring
of the anticorruption action plans under the NIAS, selected NGOs ensured participatory monitoring of 7

29

http://tvrmoldova.md/social/societatea-civila-va-monitoriza-implementarea-strategiei-nationale-anticoruptie/;
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sectoral (public procurement, education, health, public order, public property management, customs,
environment protection) and 23 local (district level) action plans. The reports were presented in eight
public events in 2020 and 2021. In total, about 76,630 persons, including responsible authorities, were
informed on the progress in the Anticorruption Action Plans implementation via TV programs, thematic
workshops, focus groups, questionnaires and public presentations of the shadow monitoring reports30.

Public presentation of the alternative monitoring reports of Public presentation of the alternative monitoring reports of
10 local anticorruption action plans, 25 February 2020, anticorruption Action Plans in education and health
Chisinau
sectors, 20 February 2020, Chisinau

To mention that 9 out of 12 selected NGOs are run by
women, including four from the local level. Supporting
women-led NGOs, the Project also contributed to
empowering more female leaders from the civil
society to become anticorruption activists and to get
engaged in monitoring and influencing the
implementation of anticorruption policies.
Alternative monitoring process demonstrated poor
Public online presentation of the alternative monitoring capacities of the responsible public officials to
reports of 5 local anticorruption action plans, 4 March 2021 implement anticorruption policies and measures,
especially at the local level. Requests for information
during the process and presentation of the monitoring findings contributed in this way to making public
authorities more accountable on implementing anticorruption policies in monitored sectors and districts.
Findings and recommendations of the alternative monitoring reports served as a justified basis for
initiating the process of reviewing the anticorruption plans. Also, Small grants Programme proved to be
an effective capacity building instrument for participating NGOs and they are now fully capacitated to
get effectively engaged in monitoring anticorruption policies implementation. In particular, NGOs which
were offered grants in both cycles (3 NGOs) demonstrated enhanced monitoring and reports drafting
capacities during the second cycle of the Programme.
The Project continued to support the initiatives of civic-tech organizations to engage in anticorruption
actions and to strengthen the anticorruption demand side. In 2020 the Project contributed to
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https://mediatv.md/ora-locala-tv-anticoruptie-plan-raional-cimislia-monitorizare-ong-golubka/;
https://www.jurnal.md/ro/news/2ad9cf6516ebc821/ministerul-educatiei-culturii-si-cercetarii-lupta-cu-coruptia-in-institutiile-de-invatamantdoar-prin-emiterea-de-ordine.html?fbclid=IwAR2SkbJEJk1QiMLxU5RBtkGW60YXDPw9Eag3Ay3Ds4QcXAhNHenz-Cq3gcI
https://parinte.md/proiecte/rezultatele-raportului-alternativ-de-monitorizare-a-planului-sectorial-de-actiuni-anticoruptie.html
http://viitorul.org/ro/tags/achizi%C8%9Bii-publice; http://www.promarshall.md/?go=news&n=157; https://agora.md/stiri/68380/rata-deimplementare-a-planului-anticoruptie-in-educatie-pentru-2019-este-de-numai-30--in-2019; http://ea.md/grupul-parinti-solidari-atentioneazaplanul-anticoruptie-pentru-educatie-implementat-doar-in-proportie-de-30-in-2019/ ; https://punctul.md/mai-multe-planuri-locale-si-sectorialede-actiuni-anticoruptie-monitorizate-de-societatea-civila-e-necesara-mai-multa-transparenta/; https://www.ipn.md/ro/mai-multe-planurilocale-de-actiuni-anticoruptie-monitorizate-de-societatea-civi-7542_1080248.html; https://www.ecocontact.md/wpcontent/uploads/2020/09/FactSheet_Anticorruption-EC_ap.pdf
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strengthening the integrity and transparency of the public procurement system through the upgrade of
the OpenMoney 2.0 platform (https://openmoney.md/) allowing to establish the links between
institutions, companies and persons within the public procurement process using open data and thus
contributing to identifying corrupt practices in public procurement. The Platform was created in 2016
as the result of the first anticorruption hackathon organised by UNDP with the financial support of
the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Prior to the upgrade, since 2016, the OpenMoney platform
was browsed by 186,161 single users, and a total number of 64,047 pages were accessed.
To be in line with the changes in the normative
framework, but also to become interoperable with the
M-tender on-line public procurement portal launched
in 2018, an upgrade of the OpenMoney was necessary
to ensure its sustainability. The modernised version has
several new functionalities, including the integration of
public data from available governmental online
platforms, including M-tender, and posting information
about public procurements disaggregated by the
administrative territorial units of the Republic of
Moldova. At the same time, the system for collecting
and presenting data was improved, search engine
enhanced, and the interface adjusted becoming even
more user-friendly. As the result, the users will be able
to track down how public money are spent, as well as
who are the beneficial owners of the contracts granted
by state institutions thanks to the data generated by
the platform. These are automatically processed to
reveal the connections between the public
procurement contracts and final beneficiaries. A
OpenMoney 2.0 platform interface
presentation of the upgraded platform was attended by
decision-makers from the Ministry of Finance, NAC, and the National Integrity Authority, who have
highly praised the platform as an innovative tool with the high potential to increase transparency and
integrity of the public procurement and committed to contribute to its further development and
promotion. The event was broadcasted live and viewed by over 13,000 people and became a news
highlight31. In one year, the upgraded version was browsed by over 9,823 single users, and a total
number of 316,956 pages were accessed. The impact of the Facebook page encountered over 11,000
viewers. The database offers information on 206,465 persons, beneficiaries of the contracted
amounts, as well as on 219,772 companies. The platform also offers information on 2,818 companies
with the interdiction to participate in public procurement. The information provided by the platform
was used in several journalistic investigations and it proved to be efficient over the time, serving as a
useful and necessary tool for a wide range of users: journalists, authorities, civil society activists,
entrepreneurs, investigators, and any person interested in public procurement.
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http://www.ccrm.md/versiunea-actualizata-a-proiectului-openmoney-prezentata-in-cadrul-unui-eveniment-public-1-4696;
https://www.privesc.eu/Arhiva/92881/Prezentarea-platformei-OpenMoney-md-2-0; https://newsmaker.md/ro/legaturi-suspecte-de-ce-inmoldova-s-a-creat-platforma-openmoney-si-ce-atributie-au-in-acest-sens-mtender-datele-personale-si-cumatrismul/;
http://www.realitatea.md/lansarea-openmoney-md-2-0_117974.html; https://cni.md/ro/node/1407 https://www.zdg.md/stiri/verifica-cumsunt-cheltuiti-banii-publici-si-cine-sunt-beneficiarii-contractelor-de-achizitii/; http://curentul.md/stiri/a-fost-lansata-platforma-openmoney-20.html; https://mybusiness.md/ru/novosti-biznesa/item/16256-moldavskij-biznesmen-vyigral-gostendery-na-summu-725-mln-leev
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To ensure a participatory and co-creation approach in developing of anti-corruption digital tools, the
project organized the Legathon Hack Corruption: Law to the People gathering 30 young men and women
working in or passionate about IT, who worked over a weekend on developing the interface of a brandnew on-line application. Guided by IT specialists and anti-corruption experts, the participants competed
in developing a user-friendly interface for an on-line application meant to allow citizens to report on the
laws or normative acts containing provisions that could generate corruption. It offers the possibility to
describe the problematic provisions and to suggest amendments for the reported normative act.

Legathon Winners, 10 November 2019, Chisinau

Legathon, Awarding Ceremony, 10 November 2019,
Chisinau

The reLAWed platform may be accessed from any computer or mobile device through the official web
page of the NAC www.cna.md or from its own address http://relawed.cna.md/. Reports can be
submitted anonymously, without disclosing data which might lead to the person’s identification, at
the discretion of the user. The platform’s features include the tracking of the notification’s
status/review and reporting statistics. The reported normative acts are reviewed by the NAC’s officers
with the purpose to confirm the reported corruption risks and to come up with recommendations for
the legal amendments.
Since its launch in June 2020 by November 2021, 63 reports were submitted and examined by NAC.
NAC referred the reported issues to the responsible authorities signalling the norms potentially
generating corruption and requested to identify relevant amendments to eliminate corruption risks.
As a result, one reported issue was solved (payment of compensations), in case of 44 issues NAC
reported to the Ministry of Finance on deficiencies related to the Fiscal Code, on three issues the
Ministry of Justice initiated promotion of the relevant amendments. Other legal issues were examined
by the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the Ministry of Agriculture and Food Industry, Public Services
Agency, General Police Inspectorate in cooperation with the NAC experts, to identify sustainable
solutions for the signalled corruption risks.
ReLAWed platform statistics interface
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As an important contribution for implementing the NIAS, the Project engaged in strengthening and
promoting the institution of whistleblowers and raised citizen’s awareness on the importance of this
anticorruption mechanism. Three public awareness campaigns on the whistleblowing and the
protection of whistle-blowers to inform citizens on the provisions of the new Law on whistleblowing and
the protection of whistle-blowers adopted in July 2018 were conducted. A TV spot explaining the concept
of whistle-blowing, the disclosure procedures and competences of the institutions ensuring investigation

Video spot on whistleblowing (2020)

and protection was distributed in 2019 – 2020 and reached out around 100,000 people in social media
and around 300,000 through TV channels. In the challenging situation faced by the medical workers during
the COVID pandemic, the Project in partnership with the Ombudsperson Office (OO), launched a campaign
in social media to encourage medical staff to act as whistleblowers, to inform on the whistleblowers’
protection by the Ombudsperson and to discourage retaliation against whistleblowers. The video spot
produced for the campaign recorded 160,000 views in social media.

TV spot explaining the concept of whistle-blowing, the disclosure
procedures and competences of the institutions ensuring investigation
and protection
32

Poster explaining the role of the Ombudsperson in
the protection of whistleblowers

As part of the campaigns a press club has been organised to
inform journalists on the subject and ensure a quality awareness by the media and 5,000 posters
explaining the role of the Ombudsperson in the protection of whistleblowers were provided to the OO
and distributed to the central and local public institutions around the country.
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https://observatorul.md/actual-divers/2019/10/16/62988_avertizorii-de-integritate-nu-sunt-turnatori-ci-persoane-care-semnaleaza-nereguliin-interesul-public; http://www.jc.md/avertizorii-de-integritate-nu-sunt-turnatori-ci-persoane-care-semnaleaza-nereguli-in-interesul-public/
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In parallel with the awareness campaigns
organized for population, the project
contributed to building the capacities of the
OO and NAC in the whistleblowers’ protection
system through the experience sharing with
best regional practices in the field. The
workshop on illegal practices disclosure and
whistleblowers’ protection with the training
offered by the representatives of the Office of
the Hungarian Commissioner for Fundamental
Rights and attended by 35 staff members
(19w/16m) from NAC and the OO provided a
Press club on Whistleblowers’ Law and protection mechanism,
transfer of knowledge and experience
11 October 2019, Chisinau
exchange on the whistleblowers’ protection
system and practice in Hungary. This initiative has contributed to enhancing the capacities of the NAC and
the OO to intervene when the integrity whistleblowers disclose illegalities or corruption acts by solving
the real case studies offered by the Hungarian counterparts.

Workshop on whistleblowers’ protection with the Office of the Hungarian Commissioner for Fundamental Rights, 27-28 May
2019, Chisinau

Aiming to build practical knowledge to work as a whistleblower caseworkers in a range of settings the
project provided support for the participation of 5 public agents of the OO and NAC in a practical on-line
course held in November - December 2021 organized by the International Anti-Corruption Academy
(Vienna) on Successful Strategies and Best Practices in Whistleblower Casework: Defense, Investigations
and Resolution. As the result, the responsible authorities will be more capable to competently and
discreetly receive, assess, investigate and resolve whistleblower inquiries, reports and retaliation
complaints.
The Project supported the Ombudsperson’s Office in setting up a system for the protection of
whistleblowers by developing a new on-line tool for the submission of the requests for protection and
of the on-line e-learning Course on whistleblowing and the protection of whistleblowers for both
potential whistleblowers and responsible authorities, as part of the official OO website. As a result,
whistleblowers may now submit an online application for protection to the OO, while all citizens
including potential whistleblowers may learn how to disclose illegal practices, what are the peculiarities
of whistleblowing in private and public sectors, what illegalities may be disclosed, as well as the protection
guarantees for those warning about corruption and irregularities in the institutions in which they work.
To note that the course is available in Romanian and Russian languages and also offers guidance to the
employers from public and private institutions, informing about the duties and competences of
institutions involved in the enforcement of the whistleblowing mechanism. As the entire
www.ombudsman.md portal, the respective module is accessible for persons with visual impairments.
The Project also endowed the OO with the equipment for recording and processing the whistleblowers
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calls. Since the adoption of the Law in 2018, the Ombudsperson’s Office received 11 requests for
protection from the potential whistleblowers of which 8 were submitted via the on-line tool. 8 persons
were recognized as whistleblowers by NAC and offered protection by the OO, which establishes this
statute by the Law.

On-line e-learning Course on whistleblowing and the protection of whistleblowers for both potential
whistleblowers and responsible authorities

To strengthen the capacities of the OO, the Project offered legal expert support to the Office in the first
official whistleblowing case, thus providing the practice of strategic litigation for such cases. The
whistleblower won the case in the first court instance33, and in the Court of Appeal. However, the Supreme
Court of Justice declared the hiring institution as the winning part and the whistleblower was ultimately
dismissed. The case was addressed to the European Court of Human Rights. This case suggests that
targeted training and capacity building activities shall be organized for the representatives of the justice
sector to ensure a proper understanding of the specificalities related to whistleblowing, as well as
strategic litigation for such cases. At the same time, it shall be noted that in case of one person recognized
as whistleblower and with the engagement of the OO, retaliation actions by the employing institution
were ceased without appealing to judicial procedures. This result is a good demonstration of the
developed capacities of the Ombudsperson to provide protection to whistleblowers.
Related to the above, in the context of the COVID19 related Project Action Plan adjustments and per the
NAC request, the Project commissioned a research on the witness protection in corruption cases. The
research also analyses the status of whistleblowers in corruption cases. The Study findings were presented
to the NAC investigators and criminal prosecution specialists providing an analysis of the normative and
institutional framework of the Republic of Moldova on witness protection applicable to witnesses in cases
of corruption. The analysis focused on the compliance of national rules with international standards and
on the practical implications of the regulatory framework. The Study analysed good practices related to
witness protection and of the persons providing information during the prosecution of corruption cases;
established the current situation, including the difficulties, challenges and solutions applicable in the
context of the Republic of Moldova. The findings and recommendations of this study are intended to
contribute to a better approach to the field and, implicitly, to enhance the application of witness
protection measures in cases of corruption.
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https://jc.instante.justice.md/ro/pigd_integration/pdf/8320220a-c266-4f15-8ce859c1f185f2ad?fbclid=IwAR2wutWjoVmC5D3SI849FiL7IbVTbWK5-s1fEPeWevSKkFMU8ax3X3JqrCg
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To better document and provide evidence of
the link between corruption and human
rights, the project supported elaboration of a
novel analytical study on the impact of
corruption on the fulfilment of human rights
in Moldova, the first such exercise in the
region. The team of international and local
experts developed a novel methodology,
which can be used to analyse the impact of
corruption on human rights fulfilment on a
regularly basis. The research showed that
Conclusions of the analytical study on the impact of corruption on the individual acts of corruption led to human
fulfilment of human rights in Moldova
rights violations in about one third of the
cases analyzed by the experts, while systemic
corruption is responsible for other 30 percent of violations. Most often, corruption leads to violations of
the right to life, to defence and to a fair trial, as well as of the right to education, to health, to property
and to social protection. The analysis revealed that corruption implies two separate costs in relation to
the fulfilment of human rights. The first one refers to reducing of public resources due to bribery and nonpayment of taxes and other fees, and the second one refers to the consequences of human right
violations, loss of the opportunity for personal development and decline in the legitimacy of public
institutions. The authors also formulated several recommendations which can serve decision-makers for
limiting the negative impact of corruption on the fulfilment of human rights, such as developing a
methodology for assessing the ex-ante impact of corruption on the fulfilment of human rights by
strengthening cooperation of relevant institutions, in assessing individual and systemic corruption;
amending legislation to include corruption as an aggravating factor in criminal proceedings and human
rights disputes; and expanding the common role of anti-corruption and human rights institutions in
examining and investigating human rights violations. The research serves as a starting point and baseline
for future informed evaluation of the correlation between corruption and human rights. The public
presentation was attended by 50 relevant stakeholders from public institutions and broadcasted live to
inform media and general public on this issue.
During 2019 -2021 the Project successfully mainstreamed youth engagement into anticorruption and
promoting integrity by supporting a network of 66 (17 boys/49 girls) young anticorruption volunteers
(high school pupils and students) hosted by the National Anticorruption Center. The teams of youngsters,
boys and girls - anticorruption volunteers, were trained on corruption prevention, effective
communication34 and ensuring integrity messages outreach on social and video platforms.

34

https://www.facebook.com/youth.media.moldova/posts/3411841778833400;
https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/posts/2116576155078848
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Training on peer-to-peer effective communication for anticorruption volunteers, 13 April, 2019, Chisinau

Each year a group of around 30 volunteers (the componence of the group was changing during the years)
were actively engaged in various activities of promoting integrity and anticorruption among their peers
(flashmobs, quizzes, quests, training activities, producing video messages and video spots promoting
integrity counting thousands of views in social media 35 ) and assisting NAC officers in anticorruption
education campaigns conducted by NAC, with the view to empower youth to become socially responsible
citizens with a sound moral and ethical compass who are prepared to tackle the world’s challenges related
to corruption and rule of law.
One remarkable example of the activities conducted by anticorruption volunteers was a campaign for
promoting integrity in education36 alarming students not to copy, cheat or use illegal practices during the
exam sessions and to uphold the principles of academic integrity, avoid compromising themselves and
the institution.

Youth debates organized by an anti-corruption volunteer
for peers, 5 November 2019, Orhei

Flash-mob for corruption free education, 24 October 2019, Orhei

They organized anticorruption debates with their peers, flash-mobs pleading for youth to become
Integrity Ambassadors and developed video stories which reached a total of 100,000 views on social
media and were reposted by other media portals which ensured a high visibility and outreach of the
Project in social media. Capacitated girls and boys got actively involved in promoting anticorruption
messages and integrity values among their peers by delivering presentations “Corruption as understood

35https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2204776192910557;

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2734376860184827;
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=470905973655401; https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=482511995823106
36
https://protv.md/actualitate/au-spus-nu-coruptiei-si-au-iesit-in-centrul-capitalei-pentru-a-raspandi-acest-mesaj-mai-multi-tineri-voluntari-lacentrul-national-anticoruptie-au-organizat-un-flash-mob-in-cadrul-caruia-au-vorbit-despre-consecintele-acestui-fenomen-video---2505312.html;
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by children” together with NAC officers to 3500 children in summer camps around the country37 (before
the pandemic) and within the “An anti-corruption day in your town” campaign.

Presentations by the anti-corruption volunteers, “Corruption as understood by children” campaign, July-August 2019,
summer camps in Soroca and Orhei

Before the imposed pandemic restrictions, the volunteers were also engaged in holding 9 anticorruption
concerts held in universities and high schools around the country with the participation of rapper
Kapushon attended by a total of 2600 youngsters and in organizing four Pro-Integrity quizzes in Soroca,
Cahul, Balti, Hincesti with participation of 105 boys and girls38.
As the pandemic restrictions were imposed, the volunteers continued promoting integrity messages by
on-line means - producing 10 episodes of an on-line anticorruption dictionary39, integrity videos dedicated
to International Anticorruption Day40, etc. Thus, thousands of youngsters were reached by these on-line
initiatives via social media. As the recognition of the activism and high visibility of the young anticorruption
volunteers supported by the UNDP, the National Anticorruption Center hosting the volunteers was
awarded as the most active accredited volunteers hosting institution at the 2020 annual Volunteers’
Festival organized by the Foundation for Non-formal Education.41
At the end of 201942 and 2021 the
volunteers have worked on
Integrity Calendars, including a
number of messages to promote
integrity.
Guided
by
the
professional cartoonist some
young girls and boys have tried to
imagine what life would be like
without corruption, while others 2020-2021 Integrity Calendars
have shown in their creations the direct and immediate consequences of this phenomenon in the 10
sectors defined as most vulnerable in the NIAS 2017-2020. In 2021, the Integrity Calendars produced by
the Project displayed 12 Anticorruption Volunteers and their integrity-dedicated quotes, aiming to reach
the civic spirit of the public agents. A total number of 18,000 calendars were distributed during 2019-2021
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https://cna.md/libview.php?l=ro&idc=5&id=2433&t=/Serviciul-relatii-publice/Comunicate-de-presa/1250-copii-din-taberele-de-vara-au-fostinstruiti-de-catre-ofiterii-CNA-si-voluntarii-anticoruptie-in-cadrul-campaniei-Coruptia-pe-intelesul-copiilor;
https://cna.md/libview.php?l=ro&idc=5&id=2441&t=/Serviciul-relatii-publice/Comunicate-de-presa/CNA-a-incheiat-campania-Coruptia-peintelesul-copiilor-Bilantul-in-cifre-3500-de-copii-din-taberele-de-vara-au-fost-instruiti-de-catre-ofiterii-CNA-si-voluntarii-anticoruptie
38 http://trm.md/ro/regional/proiectul-de-educatie-anticoruptie-quiz-pro-integritate-lansat-la-soroca; http://oficial.md/social/elevi-si-studentivor-participa-la-un-concurs-privind-prevenirea-coruptiei-quiz-prointegritate; https://www.moldpres.md/news/2020/02/14/20001286
39 https://tribuna.md/ru/2020/08/10/video-ce-este-coruptia-raspunsul-il-gasiti-in-dictionarul-integritatii-un-nou-proiect-marca-cna-si-pnud/;
http://curentul.md/stiri/video-dictionarul-integritatii-ce-este-un-denunt.html; https://tribuna.md/2020/08/15/video-stii-ce-inseamnaintegritatea-dictionarul-integritatii-explica-pe-intelesul-tuturor/
40 https://fb.watch/2j8W1rz5kQ/; https://fb.watch/2j8Ymx-Eyf/
41 https://cna.md/libview.php?l=ro&idc=5&id=3016&t=/Serviciul-relatii-publice/Comunicate-de-presa/CNA-premiul-I-pentru-implementareaactivitatii-de-voluntariat
42 https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/posts/2574544962615296; https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/posts/2505213592881767
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to civil servants as part of the awareness raising campaign dedicated to 9th of December, the International
Anti-corruption Day.
To enhance Youth initiatives aimed at promoting integrity, the project supported two editions of the
summer school “Youth against corruption”, off-line in 2019 43 and on-line in 2020 44 . A total of 123
youngsters (80 girls/43 boys) learned how the corruption manifests, who is responsible for preventing
and combatting corruption, what are the consequences and social costs of this phenomenon, how to
organize information activities at the institutions they are studying in, how to formulate
anticorruption messages and to circulate them through social media, discussing with experts,
journalists and civic activists.

Summer school “Youth against corruption”, 21-28 July
2019, Vadul lui Voda

“Youth against Corruption” Online Summer Camp, 27-31 July
2020, Republic of Moldova

Since 2020, in spite of restrictions imposed by the pandemic, the Project continued to actively engage
youth into corruption prevention and integrity promotion with the aim to empower young men and
women to become socially responsible citizens with zero tolerance to corruption and to influence peers.
The interest of young men and women was gained by using innovative approaches in the pandemic

Awarding ceremony of the video making contest winners from the Anticorruption Ideas Club, 19 September 2020, Chisinau

43

https://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2019/tineri-ambasadori-ai-integritii-din-republica-moldovai-romania-.html;
44 www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2020/100-de-tineri-_i-tinere-inva-a-preveni-corupia-in-cadrul-uneita.html https://cna.md/libview.php?l=ro&idc=5&id=2856&t=/Serviciul-relatii-publice/Comunicate-de-presa/100-de-tineri-i-tinere-invata-apreveni-coruptia-in-cadrul-unei-tabere-de-vara-lansata-de-PNUD-i-CNA/; https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=493516928146784;
https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/videos/2867144863515976/;
https://www.cna.md/libview.php?id=2861&idc=5&l=ro&t=%2FServiciul-relatii-publice%2FComunicate-de-presa%2FTur-virtual-al-CentruluiNational-Anticoruptie-pentru-participantii-Taberei-de-Vara; https://telegraph.md/100-de-tineri-si-tinere-invata-a-preveni-coruptia-in-cadrulunei-tabere-de-vara-lansata-de-pnud-si-cna/; https://regional.md/100-de-tineri-si-tinere-invata-sa-previna-coruptia-in-cadrul-unei-tabere-devara/; http://moldova9.com/100-de-tineri-si-tinere-invata-a-preveni-coruptia-in-cadrul-unei-tabere-de-vara-lansata-de-pnud-sicna/?fbclid=IwAR0rXs_5rdmzg6PkcPGZC415LFWrNAkfFfxyofRsSE4iHUtsmYXpX6Ijs98; https://www.instagram.com/p/CDdfAT0Db7D/
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context. Two editions of the on-line Club of Anticorruption Ideas for Youth 45 held during April –
September 2020 and May-October 2021 gathered 141 participants (102 girls and 39 boys) from all
districts of the country. Young people attended trainings on corruption prevention and the
importance of integrity, learned how to formulate anticorruption messages that would rea ch out to
the public, and developed media products, video spots, images that expressed their pro -integrity
ideas. 27 participants registered their products in open contests in 202046 and in 2021, and the videos
were exposed to public via dedicated televoting platforms (2020/2021). Use of the televoting motivated
youngsters to distribute their products on-line and thus spread the anti-corruption messages to thousands
of their peers and social networks users. Eleven videos accumulating the highest number of votes were
awarded in ceremonies transmitted live via social media (2020/2021). The videos were viewed and voted
by over 10,000 Internet users.

Voting platform of the Anticorruption Ideas Club, 2021 edition

The project also capacitated 51 young boys ang girls on
gender parity aspects encouraging their civic
engagement to reduce inequalities, by providing
interactive learning tools within two workshops on
“Young Women’s Anticorruption Empowerment” 47
and on the importance of Gender & Integrity
Workshop&Quiz, hosted by the Intellectual Games
Club. The workshops were conducted by gender and
anticorruption experts. Based on the responses to the
Evaluation Questionnaire, it can be concluded that the
presented information exceeded the participants’

Young Women Anti-corruption Empowerment on-line
workshop, 03 October 2020, ZOOM (participants from
across the country)

45https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/videos/256524318726607/;https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/videos/591916714759313/;

https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/videos/3055414654540928/; https://medium.com/undp-moldova/%C3%AEnscrie-te-%C3%AEnclubul-ideilor-anticorup%C8%9Bie-echipa-tinerilor-care-promoveaz%C4%83-integritatea-b182401a2fc1; https://diez.md/2020/04/10/estisuparat-a-pe-coruptie-inscrie-te-in-clubul-ideilor-anticoruptie-echipa-tinerilor-care-promoveaza-integritatea/;
46 https://diez.md/2020/09/19/foto-saisprezece-tineri-si-au-prezentat-propriile-solutii-pentru-reducerea-coruptiei-in-cadrul-unui-concurs-demateriale-video/; http://tvrmoldova.md/actualitate/club-al-ideilor-anticoruptie-organizat-de-pnud-si-cna-tinerii-au-realizatt-clipuri-video-si-aupropus-solutii-pentru-reducerea-coruptiei/; https://www.zdg.md/stiri/stiri-sociale/saisprezece-tineri-si-au-prezentat-propriile-solutii-pentrureducerea-coruptiei-in-cadrul-unui-concurs-de-materiale-video/; https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/videos/421499059252320/;
https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/videos/677913876478235/
47 https://fb.watch/2jch11Da8k/; https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/posts/3320875097982275
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expectations and strengthened their knowledge and skills in anticorruption, gender equality and women’s
empowerment.

Gender&Integrity Workshop & Quiz, 22 October 2021, Moldova

As part of the activities engaging youth in
promoting integrity values and awareness raising
campaign, a video spot ‘I did not buy my success’48
was developed to encourage audience to focus on
integrity values. Three public figures – a popular
blogger, a winner of the International Olympic in
mathematics and a theatre actress encouraged
people to avoid illegalities and to build their success
in life following honest and legal methods. The spot
was viewed by 25,000 people in social media
and by around 300,000 on TV.

Character from the testimonials of young men and women
within the campaign ‘I did not buy my success’

Aiming to produce deep behavioural and mentality changes among youngsters and raise awareness on
corruption through innovative and intuitive tools, the Project supported the development of an online
anticorruption game for young people entitled 4integrity49. This interactive and creative educational tool
aims to persuade young people not to pay bribes, regardless of context, as well as to encourage them to
report corruption to the responsible bodies.
The game simulates a community with
several social public institutions, like the
town hall, hospital, police office, school and
kindergarten. The goal of the player is to
protect these institutions from corruption
and fight against the spreading phenomena
before it takes over, by blocking it with
correct answers to the emerging questions.
In the end, if the gamer wins, integrity is
spread among private houses and their
inhabitants. Since the launching event, the
game has been played within more than
48

https://www.facebook.com/PNUDMoldova/videos/523341124915199/; https://medium.com/undp-moldova/social-campaign-do-you-want-tobe-successful-show-integrity-5b54b8eaaf9e
49 https://www.md.undp.org/content/moldova/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2021/joc-pnud-4integrity.html
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400 playing sessions, at all tree levels: volunteer, intern and expert. The on-line game is also available on
Google Play, Apple Store and Fb Instant Games.
To educate younger children in the spirit of zero
tolerance to corruption, the project endowed
NAC with an animated cartoon, broadcasting
the story of a postman observing several
corruption acts, aiming to explain how
corruption occurs in our daily life, what are its
negative consequences and to build integrity
values among children and young people, thus
increasing public demand for sustainable
integrity. The cartoon was presented to 30
pupils during a public class at the Spiru Haret
Lyceum, from Chisinau and will further be used Screenshot from the animated cartoon
by the NAC officers and the Anticorruption
Volunteers during their interaction with children.

Presentation of the cartoon to pupils from Spiru Haret Lyceum, Chisinau, 7 December, 2021
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II.

PROJECT RISKS AND ISSUES

Project Title: Curbing corruption by building sustainable integrity in the Republic of Moldova
Date
Identified

Impact & Probability
1 (low) 5 (high)

Countermeasures
Management response

Political

May divert attention from
strategic
development
goals of NAC. Delays in
Project
implementation.
Reprioritisation of activities
by key partners such as NAC
P=3
I=3

The Project Board will
informed and advised
presented
options
continued activities
approval.

January
2019

Political
Regulatory

Project
components
connected to the normative
and regulatory framework
would be slowed down
which, in turn, will slow
down
the
overall
implementation pace.
P=2
I=3

January
2019

Political
Strategic

Normative and regulatory
frameworks as well as
initiated
public
administrative
reforms
could be stopped or even
reversed which would have
a severe impact on the
comprehensive approach
of the Project in its goal to
improve the electoral
process.
P=2
I=3

#

Description

1.

Parliamentary
(February
2019)
and Local elections
(June 2019)

January
2019

2.

Government
impasse after next
Parliamentary
Elections in 2019

3.

New Government
changes its view on
certain
administrative and
structural reforms
after the 2019
Elections

Type

Award
00115715
/

ID:

Date: 11 January
2019

Submitted,
updated by

Last
Update

Project
Executive

UNDP

26.12.2019

Partly materialized but was mitigated
There were delays in implementation
of some activities but due to timely
mitigation measures most of the
planned activities have been
implemented

Set the timeframe that all
normative and regulatory
activities are scheduled
before
the
elections.
Develop
alternative
implementation roadmaps
with the partners.

UNDP
National
Partners

UNDP

26.12.2019

Partly materialized but was mitigated
Project components connected to the
normative and regulatory framework
were slowed down but this did not
result in slowing down the overall
implementation pace.

High level advocacy for
important
aspects
and
activities initiated by the UN
and development partners.

UNDP
National
Partners
International
development
partners

UNDP

26.12.2019

The risk did not materialise.

be
on
for
for

Owner

Status
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4.

Unexpected
restructuring,
merge of the public
institutions and line
ministries
under
the
public
administration
reform process.

January
2019

Political
Operational
Financial

Project implementation will
be slowed down and, in the
worst case, stopped until
the new partner agrees to
cooperate. A new structure
might have an impact on
already
implemented
activities and processes
that might have to be
revisited.
P=1
I=3

Close monitoring of the
Government
reform
discussions.
National
Partners are in a dialogue
with the State Chancellery to
foresee
changes
and
propose adaptations.

UNDP
National
Partners

UNDP

25.10.2021

The risk did not materialise.
No major restructuring happened in
the
anticorruption
institutional
framework

5.

High staff turnover
in
Government
institutions

January
2019

Operational
Organizational

The
exchange
of
Government staff in certain
positions might lead to a
slowdown
in
the
implementation
of
activities.
P=3
I=3

UNDP
National
Partners
Board

UNDP

26.12.2019

6.

Unexpected change
of the leadership of
the NAC

January
2019

Political

As the NAC is the driving
force of certain activities to
address
development
challenges and one of the
key partners of the Project,
a change of the leadership

The Project might attract
additional expert capacity.
The Project will provide nonmaterial incentives for staff
to stay, such as – training and
other capacity development
activities, enabling work
environment with long term
individual
development
plans. Also, the Project will
ensure more than one
person knows each task and
functional area, and properly
store the records of the
relevant deliverables.
Further encourage the
dialogue
of
external
institutions, with the NAC
leadership
and
further
highlight the importance of
the Project activities with

UNDP
National
Partners

UNDP

27.12.2019

Partly materialized but was mitigated
NAC was not very much affected by
the political crisis and government
changes in terms of staff turnover or
internal restructuring. Change of the
senior management in July resulted in
higher openness of the institution
towards partners and general public.
At the same time, frequent change of
governments caused staff turnover in
other institutions which might have
resulted in certain demotivation of
civil
servants
to
prioritize
anticorruption efforts and in delays in
the implementation of the NIAS
The risk did not materialize
Change of the senior management in
July 2019 resulted in higher openness
of
the
institution
towards
development partners. All project
activities are being continued
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(politically
appointed)
might bring a change in
attitude towards certain
activities and bring a
slowdown
of
the
implementation or, in the
worst case, a full stop.
P=2
I=3
If a comprehensive AC
reform is not undertaken,
the credibility of the results
achieved might weaken,
while new processes and
procedures will not be
properly implemented.
P=2
I=3

respect to an improved
electoral process

The Project will engage in
high level advocacy, also
calling on international
development
partners
within Moldova.

UNDP
National
Partners

UNDP

27.12.2019

7.

Lack of political will
to
implement
comprehensive AC
reform,
after
Elections 2019;

January
2019

Political

8.

Lack of absorption
capacity

January
2019

Organizational

May lead to a slowdown of
Project
implementation
and possible bottlenecks in
the implementation of
activities.
P=2
I=2

Project
will
prioritise
activities in consultation with
Project partners. Board will
be presented with options
for continued activities for
approval.

UNDP
National
Partners
Board

UNDP

25.10.2021

9.

Unwillingness
of
the international
development
partners to support
a new government
set up due to
inconsistencies and
a
deteriorating
political situation.

January
2019

Financial
Operational
Political

May lead to a shortening or
a hold of the Project due to
the
overall
funding
situation.
P=2
I=3

Project will finalise the open
phases and further advocate
for activities in support of
the electoral process. The
board will decide on a hold
or stop of the Project. Keep
close contact with the main
development partners of
important stakeholders to
have an early warning
possibility.

UNDP
National
Partners
Board

UNDP

25.10.2021

Partly materialized but was mitigated
During 2019 Moldova faced change of
3 governments and a deep political
crisis of June 2019. Due to the general
political instability there were no
major changes or reforms during
2019. The National Integrity and
Anticorruption Strategy (NIAS) 2017 –
2020 remained the main strategic
document in the field.
The risk did not materialize

There were different shifts in the
position of the development partners
towards the 3 cabinets in office
during 2019 – from the partial
withdrawal of support in the
beginning of the year to relaunching
the support after the June 2019
political crisis. Overall, the risk did not
materialize
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10.

Delays
in
procurement
procedures due to
lack of qualified or
affordable offers limited markets.

January
2019

Operational

11.

Risk of inadequate
internal
control:
Management and
organizational
capacity.

January
2019

Operational

Risk of inadequate
internal
control:
Monitoring
and
Reporting
on
results

January
2019

Operational

13.

Risk of inadequate
internal
control:
audit processes and
financial control

January
2019

Operational

P=1
I=1

14.

Risk of inadequate
internal
control:
Procurement

January
2019

Operational

P=1
I=1

12.

Will lead to a slowdown of
project implementation.
P=4
I=4

P=1
I=1

P=1
I=1

Revision
of
required
procurements with a view to
develop
and
complete
successful
procurement
actions.

Project
executive

UNDP

25.10.2021

Partly materialized but was mitigated
There were situations with the lack of
or insufficient offerors for the
requested
services
and
implementation of the activities was
postponed (ex., in case of the M&E
training for NIAS focal points;
instructional designer for e-learning
course). But appropriate mitigation
was applied and the overall project
implementation was not affected.
The risk did not materialize

UNDP
holds
adequate
management
and
organizational capacity to
effectively and efficiently
achieve the set targets and
objectives.
The
Project
includes
financing of Project Manager
and costs for monitoring,
quality
assurance
and
reporting for the UNDP CO
staff with the responsibility
for monitoring and reporting
of results. Moreover, a Final
project Evaluation will be
commenced at the final
stages
UNDP has adequate local
and corporate auditing and
financial control capacities.
Internal (corporate) audit
from 2017, showed “internal
controls, governance and
risk management processes
are adequately established
and functioning well”.
UNDP has international
standards capacity and skills,
well established business
processes for procurements.

Project
executive

UNDP

25.10.2021

Project
executive

UNDP

25.10.2021

The risk did not materialize
Monitoring and reporting was
ensured during the implementation in
line with the UNDP procedures

Project
executive

Project
executive

25.10.2021

The risk did not materialize

Project
executive

Project
executive

25.10.2021

The risk did not materialize
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15.

Risk of corruption

January
2019

Operational

P=1
I=1

16.

Risk of inadequate
ownership
and
failure to sustain
results

January
2019

Operational

P=1
I=1

17.

Risk:
Lack
of
coordination
between different
projects working on
corruption
prevention;

January
2019

Operational

Might result in overlapping
of activities and un-efficient
use of resources.
P – 3; I – 4.

Procurement will be done by
UN rules in a transparent
manner. NAC staff will be
involved in the procurement
processes.
UNDP has international
standards
rules
and
procedures
to
ensure
maximum
impartiality,
transparency
and
accountability, as well as
report on and curb any form
possible corruption
UNDP will employ a Support
to National Implementation
Mechanism for the project,
whereby
National
Counterparts are in charge
for the project planning,
management and control.
NAC Deputy Director will
(co)-chair the Project Board
and all national partners will
be invited to join the Project
board to ensure that
intervention assistance is
assimilated and integrated
into existing organizational
and functional structures of
the
NAC
and
other
stakeholders.
Mitigation
measure:
A
Coordination Working Group
with participation of relevant
projects will be established
and regular meetings will be
convened.

Project
executive

Project
executive

27.12.2019

The risk did not materialize

Project
executive

Project
executive

25.10.2021

The risk did not materialize

UNDP
National
Partners
International
development
partners

UNDP

25.10.2021

Project
maintained
close
communication with the most
relevant other projects addressing
corruption to ensure synergies and/or
avoid overlaps, in particular, with the
CoE’s CLEP Project and after its
closure in 2020, with the EU/GIZ
Anticorruption Project. During the
reported period Project manager
participated in 9 coordination
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18.

Risk:
COVID19
Pandemic related
delays/impossibility
to implement some
activities

March 2020

Health
Safety

and

Due to COVID19 all
activities requiring human
gathering and travel were
cancelled
and
are
postponed for an indefinite
period
depending
on
developments which are
totally beyond the Project
control. This may affect
implementation of the
Project Action plan.
P-4; I-4

postpone
all
activities
requiring human gathering
till the situation improves

UNDP
National
Partners

UNDP

25.10.2021

19.

Introducing
status
of
Emergency
Situation in
country
as
17.03.2020

May 2020

Health
Safety

and

Partner public institutions
apply a work-from home or
partial working hours
regimes which involves
difficulties in coordination
but also diverting attention
from
the
corruption
prevention
towards
fighting the COVID-19
P-4; I-5

implementation of the
project action plan with
necessary adjustments

UNDP
National
Partners

UNDP

01.09.2020

the
the
the
of

meetings with the CLEP Project,
EU/GIZ Project, EU High level advisor
on anticorruption.
Mentioned
counterparts were invited to all
Project’s SC meetings.
The project carried out a thorough
analysis and identified activities
which could not be conducted due to
pandemic (large people gathering,
concerts, travel, etc.). As the risk
mitigation measure, to ensure the
Project implementation, the Project
in consultation with NAC proposed
several alternative activities which
are in line with the Project scope and
will contribute to the National
Integrity and Anticorruption Strategy
(NIAS) implementation and providing
policy options for strengthening the
corruption prevention system. All
proposed
activities
were
implemented within the approved
annual budget. Proposed activities
were approved by the Project Board
on 18.06.2020. However, due to the
mentioned changes, some of the RRF
targets planned before pandemic
were not fully achieve (set number of
trainees, activities by young AC
volunteers).
The project carried out a thorough
analysis and identified activities
which could not be conducted due to
pandemic (large people gathering,
concerts, travel, etc.). As the risk
mitigation measure, to ensure the
Project implementation, the Project
in consultation with NAC proposed
several alternative activities which
are in line with the Project scope and
will contribute to the National
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20

21

22.

Integrity and Anticorruption Strategy
(NIAS) implementation and providing
policy options for strengthening the
corruption prevention system. All
proposed activities are implemented
within the approved annual budget.
Proposed activities were approved by
the Project Board on 18.06.2020
The risk did not materialize

Risk:
Political
instability because
of
Presidential
elections
of
November 1, 2020
Possible
Parliamentary early
elections in spring
2021

October
2020

Political

Might result in political
instability
P -4; I - 3

Mitigation measure: keep
close dialogue with the
implementing partners

UNDP
National
Partners

UNDP

27.11.2020

January
2021

Political

The Project Board will
informed and advised
presented
options
continued activities
approval.

Project
Executive

UNDP

25.10.2021

The risk partly materialized. Early
parliamentary elections took place.
The campaign’s period resulted in the
delay of some activities and to a
certain extend elections diverted
attention of public institutions for
NIAS implementation.

Unfavorable
currency exchange
rates

February
2021

Operational

May divert attention from
strategic
development
goals of NAC and NIAS
implementation. Delays in
Project
implementation.
Reprioritisation of activities
by key partners such as NAC
P=2
I=3
The Project will have a
much lower budget in 2021
than initially envisaged
which might negatively
affect implementation of
some planned activities
depending on the actual
results of the procurement
processes
P-3
I-2

Project

UNDP

25.10.2021

Due to the unfavorable currency
exchange rates the Project Budget
has had a total loss of 170,500 USD.
2021 AWP was adjusted as per the
available funds. The overall Project
implementation and achievement of
the results were not affected by the
currency loss.

be
on
for
for

The 2021 Annual Budget will
be approved by the SC as per
the available resources.
The Project team will strictly
monitor the budget and will
ensure the cost-efficient
allocation of resources.
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III.

CONCLUSIONS, WAY FORWARD AND LESSONS LEARNED

The Project has been implemented in compliance with the Project Document which is part of the CostSharing Agreement between the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and UNDP Moldova of 29
November 2018. According to the Project goal and objectives, it focused on a series of catalytic activities
aimed to contribute to achieving a sustainable integrity and anticorruption system in the Republic of
Moldova through the strengthened capacities of the public and private sector entities and the civil society
for the efficient application and monitoring of national integrity instruments and standards.
Despite major contextual challenges (a complex and unstable political environment during the entire
period of implementation and the COVID19 pandemic and related restrictions which emerged since
February 2020), the Project managed to adapt to the changing context. The timely identification of the
related risks and the measures for their mitigation, including a number of new activities introduced in
context of pandemic restrictions, ensured that the Project advanced towards achieving the goals set.
These changes resulted in an added value to the Project’s initial Action Plan by producing a series of
analytical knowledge products, awareness raising products, promoting implementation of the Antibribery management system ISO 37001 in public institutions through focused capacity building activities,
which have a high potential to contribute to sound anticorruption reforms in the mid-term perspective.
This demonstrates the importance of identifying opportunities even were these apparently did not exist.
Moreover, the Project also timely mitigated the operational risks and achieved set outputs even with less
financial resources. Due to the budget loss because of the Norwegian Krona-USD exchange rate
fluctuation, the Project’s actual budget accounted for USD 1,921,602 against USD 2,000,000 stipulated in
the Project Document. As regards the budget execution, certain deviations from the estimative costs of
specific activities were generated by the actual financial offers of the service providers obtained through
the open competitions, changing the modality of implementation of particular activities due to pandemic
context (off-line vs on-line activities), or contracting companies/think-tanks instead of consultants when
the complexity of assignments required a larger team of experts, etc. These deviations did not affect the
general direction, the set of outputs and the nature of activities approved within the Project Document.
The Project achieved meaningful and transformative results in strengthening capacities of the public and
private sector entities and the civil society for the efficient application and monitoring of national integrity
instruments and standards. The Project developed and endowed national partners, NAC and the
Ombudsperson’s Office with a number of novel digital tools which ensure optimisation and automation
of corruption prevention processes: e-Institutional Integrity System, e-Corruption Proofing software,
reLAWawed platform, e-learning course “Institutional Integrity and Anti-corruption Policies and
Standards” for civil servants, a new on-line tool for the submission of the requests for protection by
whistleblowers, on-line e-learning Course on whistleblowing and the protection of whistleblowers, as well
as the OpenMoney application developed and maintained by the civil society partners. These tools were
developed with the full engagement of the national partners and were transferred to their full ownership,
thus ensuring sustainability of the Project’s investments.
The Project developed capacities of 95% of the NIAS focal points at the sector/central level and 94% of
the focal points at the local level (30 out of 32 districts) for implementing and monitoring anticorruption
policies under NIAS, supported the implementation of the Anti-bribery management system ISO 37001 in
public institutions through targeted training and capacity building activities and supported NAC
certification with the Anti-bribery management system. The Anticorruption Initiatives Assessment
(Integrity Award) was successfully piloted. The Project also produced a number of knowledge products,
including analytical studies and assessments of the progress achieved in the implementation of
anticorruption policies and action plans. These products, focused on different sectors and aspects of
corruption prevention are linked to NIAS and thus provide data and recommendations for an informed
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evaluation of the NIAS and informed planning of the anticorruption policies, which is particularly relevant
in context of the NIAS expiration and eventual drafting of a new strategy. To flag, that through the two
editions of the NIAS Impact Monitoring Survey commissioned by the Project it ensured evidence-based
monitoring and assessment of the NIAS. This survey is currently the only national instrument allowing and
informed assessment of the population’s, business’ and civil servants’ perception and experience of
corruption linked with the NIAS targets and indicators.
The Project was successful in promoting integrity standards in the private sector. It successfully partnered
with NAC and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCI) and piloted a novel Business Integrity Award
for private companies as a distinct nomination within the annual Trademark of the Year Contest. The
results of the piloting, despite pandemic context, demonstrated sustainability of this anticorruption
compliance mechanism and its endorsement by key stakeholders including the business community.
The Project also increased the anticorruption demand-side by numerous and comprehensive awareness
campaigns conducted under different outputs of the Project, reaching about 1,000,000 men and women
and girls and boys during 2019-2021. It was also successful in ensuring participatory monitoring of the
NIAS by capacitating and engaging CSOs through its Small Grants Programme. The Project considerably
strengthened the Ombudsperson’s Office capacity to effectively protect the whistle-blowers by endowing
it with modern tools and by raising public awareness on whistleblowing. Last but not least, the Project
engaged and capacitated young men and women to get actively engaged in preventing corruption,
endorsing integrity values and promoting these values among their peers and larger public. To support
this effort the Project created two novel educational anticorruption tools – and Integrity on-line game for
youngsters and an animated cartoon for children.
At the same time, referring to the impact level, it is important to stress that achieving a sustainable
integrity and anticorruption system requires a strong political will and consolidated efforts of the entire
society and does not happen overnight. As previously mentioned, the referred implementation period
was affected by political volatility and frequent changes of governments, while political will to effectively
fight and prevent corruption often used to be rather declarative. These contextual challenges, combined
with pandemic crises, proved to negatively affect the quality of the anticorruption policies
implementation by public institutions. Studies and reports conducted by the Project showed that public
authorities applied a rather formalist approach to implementing anticorruption policies and measures
which affected the impact of these policies and tools. Consequently, the expected result of Reduced level
of corruption by ensuring of at least 70% qualitative implementation of the NIAS, could not be achieved.
As mentioned in the Background chapter, 53% of the NIAS’s actions were reported as accomplished and
39% as partly accomplished. The results of the NIAS Impact monitoring Survey have also shown very
modest positive tendencies in the perception and experience of corruption of the population and
business, as reflected on p.11. However, this result was beyond the Project’s control and depended on
several preconditions stipulated in the NIAS, such as stability and political will, assumed responsibilities
by the pillar-institutions, financial assurance, etc. Moreover, a big part of the Strategy’s actions was
outside the Project’s scope – the actions related to combatting corruption and to ensuring integrity within
the pillars not included in the Project’s framework (Parliament, Justice, CEC and political parties, Court of
Accounts).
Therefore, in the short to mid-term perspective, more emphasis shall be put on ensuring qualitative and
effective application of anticorruption and integrity mechanisms and enhancing public trust in institutions.
In this context, monitoring and evaluation of specific policies and instruments plays an important role in
providing data for future informed policy and decision-making. Public awareness campaigns shall be
continued. Even if systemic changes do not happen quickly, educating population’s intolerance to
corruption is a key element to speed up such changes, together with ensuring an effective scrutiny of the
anticorruption policies implementation by civil society.
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The mentioned tools created by the Project, combined with the strengthened capacities of key
stakeholders have a high potential to support and speed up the reforms in anticorruption domain
announced and initiated by the new Government and contribute to the effective implementation of
anticorruption policies.
LESSONS LEARNED
•
A degree of flexibility for Projects implemented in a complex and volatile political context is a
must. Political instability, electoral campaigns and frequent changes of Governments required certain
reshuffling of the annual action plans. But the timely identification of the risks and application of
mitigation measures ensured implementation of the most of planned activities.
•
The same applies to the need for certain flexibility related to budgeting. The estimated budget
not always corresponds to the actual spending per specific activities due to actual results of procurement
processes, changing the modality of the implementation, such as using the services of a company instead
of an individual expert, the market prices variations, currency rate, organizing on-line vs off-line activities
in pandemic context, etc. Such deviations do not affect the overall progress towards the set targets but
require some adjustments during the implementation year through the budget revisions.
•
Main lesson learned was that not all risks can be anticipated. The emerged COVID19 pandemic
was an absolutely unexpected risk, which emerged and affected all areas of social and political life. In such
situations reshuffling of a part of activities was inevitable. This also demonstrated the importance of
identifying opportunities even were these apparently did not exist. New activities, identified by the Project
to compensate the once which could not be implemented under pandemic restrictions, brought the added
value to the Project’s initial Action Plan by producing a series of knowledge and awareness raising
products, promoting implementation of the Anti-bribery management system ISO 37001 in public
institutions.
•
Using the opportunity of setting new partnerships is beneficial in ensuring better sustainability
and bringing added value to Project’s intended Outputs. The Project demonstrated the success of such
new partnerships. (1) Since 2020 the Project endorsed a partnership with the Chamber of Industry and
Commerce and NAC in piloting a novel Business Integrity Award for private companies as a distinct
nomination within the annual Trademark of the Year Contest. This setting allowed Project to pilot the
Award for two years, instead of only one envisaged in the initial multi-annual work plan and also to ensure
sustainability of this new tool as it was conducted as part of a notorious annual competition recognized
by the business community. (2) Replying positively to the request for expertise support from the
Secretariat of the Economic Council under the Prime Minister contributed to setting a solid basis for
implementing the Anti-bribery management system ISO 37001 in 40 inspection and permits issuing
bodies, considered as one of the most vulnerable to corruption categories. (3) Replying positively to the
request for expertise support from Chisinau City Hall, the Project contributed to establishing strong
institutional integrity mechanisms at the level of local public administration by supporting Chisinau
municipality in developing a local anticorruption action plan. To flag, that by now Chisinau municipality
was the only local authority failing to adopt such plan in line with the NIAS provisions.
•
Maintain a constant dialogue with the beneficiary institutions. As mentioned above, the Project
had to adjust its action plan to the contextual changes. The successful mitigation measures were
determined by a close and permanent dialogue with the decision-making actors from the beneficiary
institutions. Also, the Project’s localization within the Beneficiary institution was a key factor in facilitating
such a close dialogue.
•
Need for a thorough coordination of interventions with other development partners active in
the field. At the start of the Project’s implementation, it happened that some of the planned activities
have been implemented/planned by other development partners and during the discussions it was
decided to renounce to these activities to avoid duplication of efforts. (Ex. Training of the SOEs, conducted
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by the CoE’s CLEP Project in March 2019; EU support planned for the final evaluation of the NIAS). To
mitigate these risks, project maintained close communication with the most relevant other projects
addressing corruption to ensure synergies and/or avoid overlaps, in particular, with the CoE’s CLEP Project
and after its closure in 2020, with the EU/GIZ Anticorruption Project. During the reported period Project
manager participated in 9 coordination meetings with the CLEP Project, EU/GIZ Project, EU High level
advisor on anticorruption. Mentioned counterparts were invited to all Project’s SC meetings.
•
Engaging artists and public persons in anticorruption information campaigns proved to be a real
success in ensuring a wide outreach and impact. Youth as the target beneficiary reacted positively and
received with the great enthusiasm an unprecedented anticorruption rap song “If you’ve given if you’ve
taken” by a local rapper Kapushon. Just in one month the song’s video clip reached an impact of 907K
reach, 7.3K likes and 12K shares, most of which from the younger generation.
•
Innovative anticorruption tools must manage expectations of the general public. In societies
with the high level of corruption the low level of trust in public institutions is often transferred to any new
tools aimed at engaging public in corruption prevention efforts, such as corruption reporting tools, etc.,
even when these are developed with the support of the development partners. Despite all efforts of
promoting the innovative tools developed by the Project (video tutorials, public presentation events,
sponsored advertisements), the use of these tools by public (reLAWed Platform, on-line tool for
requesting protection by whistleblowers, Integrity game) is relatively low.
•
In societies with the complex and unstable political environment and high level of corruption, the
development projects targeting prevention and fight against corruption shall avoid setting over ambitious
objectives and targets. As it was mentioned achieving a sustainable integrity and anticorruption system
requires a strong political will and consolidated efforts of the entire society and does not happen
overnight. There is usually a great resistance of the corrupt systems to change, which can require longlasting, focused and sometimes “small steps” interventions, while the impact can be observed in a longterm perspective. In such context, over ambitious targets that cannot be achieved can lead to a certain
degree of frustration for the key stakeholders engaged.
•
At the operational level, the engagement of necessary human resources for the Project
implementation, considering the big number of diverse activities and the complexity of these activities,
shall be ensured from the start. Initially, the Project’s team included only Project Manager and Project
Associate which was insufficient to ensure quality implementation. Inclusion in the team of a Project
Officer beginning with October 2019 (per the Steering Committee’s approval) was essential in
consolidating the Project’s team and in achieving the intended outputs.
•
Fewer but more focused interventions would contribute to ensuring stronger sustainability. As
reflected in this report, the Project produced a big number of innovative digital tools, knowledge products
and conducted a big number of training and awareness raising activities. However due to a large diversity
of the activities as well as complexity of the implementation processes, it was not always possible to
ensure a strong follow-up and/or advocacy efforts or observe the effectiveness of some interventions as
these were finalized closer to Project’s end.
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IV.

FINANCIAL SUMMARY

2019

2020

2021

Output 1

147,434

69,678

79,966

Output 2

149,751

95,199

47,294

Output 3

123,877

50,903

66,461

Output 4

42,937

112,135

38,258

Output 5

310,972

325,822

72,222

Output 6

71,968

63,016

54,446

Total

846,938

716,753

358,647

Total resources: USD 1,922,338
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ANNEX 1. CAPACITY BUILDING ACTIVITIES
2019
In country activities
No.

Purpose

Location

1.

Initiation training for the Young Anticorruption volunteers

Chisinau, 13 April

25

20

5

2.

Training on Techniques and tools for effective peer to peer communication for the
anticorruption volunteers
Workshop on the whistleblowers’ protection system and practice in the Office of the
Hungarian Commissioner for Fundamental Rights
Training for the anticorruption volunteers on short video making and outreach on
social media platforms
Summer school “Youth against corruption”

Chisinau, 18-19 May

20

16

4

Chisinau, 27-28 May

35

19

16

Chisinau, 15-16 July

29

17

12

Vadul lui Voda, 21-28 July

30

19

11

Chisinau, Balti, Comrat, 24-27
June
Chisinau, 7 August

44

32

12

7.

Information and training sessions for CSO's on the Small Grants Competition for the
NIAS shadow monitoring
Training workshop for the selected NGOs on the NIAS shadow monitoring

19

16

3

8.

Training for trainers on communication for the NAC Prevention Department staff

Chisinau, 24-25 September

23

15

8

9.

Press club on the Law on whistleblowers efficiency in the fight against corruption

Chisinau, 11 October

16

10

6

10.

Launch of the National campaign "An integrity lesson by Kapushon"

Chisinau, 1 November

32

20

12

11.

Orhei, 5 November

35

27

8

12.

Debate ”Corruption vs Integrity” for the local youth in Orhei organized by the
anticorruption volunteer
LEGATHON Hack Corruption: Law to the People

Chisinau, 8-10 November

47

15

32

13.

NIAS central (sector) level focal points training on monitoring and evaluation

Chisinau, 1, 2, 8-9 October

72

45

27

14.

NIAS local level focal points training on monitoring and evaluation

57

38

19

15.

Public Consultations on the implementation progress of the sector anticorruption
action plan in education
Public Consultations on the implementation progress of the sector anticorruption
action plan in public property administration
Workshop for designing the integrity calendar 2020 by the anticorruption volunteers

Balti, Cantemir, Chisinau, 21,
27, 28 November
Chisinau, 8 November

14

14

0

Chisinau, 14 November

16

11

5

Chisinau, 15 November

30

19

11

3.
4.
5.
6.

16.
17.

No. Participants

Women

Men

55

18.

Chisinau, 20 November

58

29

29

Chisinau, 21 November

19

14

5

Chisinau, 9 December

156

61

95

Public sector Anticorruption Initiative Assessment (AIA) Award Methodology
validation workshop
Capacity development activities abroad

Chisinau, 13 December

24

16

8

1.

NAC senior management participation in the 7th ICAC Symposium "Fighting
Corruption - A New Perspective" and Training programme co-organised by the ICAC
and the International Association of Anti-Corruption Authorities (IAACA)

Hong Kong, 22-24 May 2019,
24-25 May 2019

6

2

4

2.

NAC Integrity mentor for public procurement sector participation in the Conference
“News and Good Practices in Public Procurement”

Bucharest, Romania, 24 May
2019

1

1

0

3.

NAC Integrity Testing Division staff participation at the ISS World Europe –
Intelligence Support Systems for Electronic Surveillance, Social Media/DarkNet
Monitoring and Cyber Crime Investigations

Prague, Czech Republic, 28-30
May 2019

4

0

4

4.

NIAS Secretariat staff members participation at the Meeting of the Implementation
Review Group (IRG) of the United Nations Convention Against Corruption and the
tenth session of the Open-ended Intergovernmental Working Group on the
Prevention of Corruption

Vienna, Austria, 2 - 4
September 2019, 4 - 6
September 2019

2

2

0

5.

Study visit of the NAC Integrity Testing Division staff to the National Protective
Service Bureau of Hungary

Budapest, Hungary, 12-14
November 2019

5

2

3

6.

NAC senior management participation in the Eighth session of the Conference of the
States Parties to the United Nations Convention against Corruption

Abu Dhabi, United Arab
Emirates, 16 – 20 December
2019

4

1

3

824

480

344

19.
20.

Workshop/consultations with the private sector representatives on applying
compliance and integrity standards in business
Public Consultations on the implementation progress of the sector anticorruption
action plan on the public procurement
National Anticorruption Conference

21.

TOTAL 2019
2020
In country activities
No.

Purpose

Location

22.

Training for the Young Anticorruption volunteers

23.

Anticorruption Quiz Soroca

Chisinau, 8 February; 15 – 16
February; 22-23 February
Soroca, 13 February

No. Participants

Women

Men

30

20

10

35

21

14

56

24.

Anticorruption Quiz Cahul

Cahul, 20 February

35

24

11

25.

Anticorruption Quiz Bălți

Bălți, 27 February

38

26

12

26.

Anticorruption Quiz Hîncești

Hîncești, 05 March

35

23

12

27.

Public presentation of the sociological study on NIAS impact assessment

Chisinau, 14 February

19

12

7

28.

Public presentation of the shadow reports on the implementation of the sectorial
Anticorruption Action Plans in education and public health sectors
Public presentation of the shadow reports on the implementation of the sectorial
Anticorruption Action Plans in pubic procurement and public property sectors
Public presentation of the shadow report on the implementation of the sectorial
Anticorruption Action Plans in public order sector
Public presentation of the shadow reports on the implementation of the local
Anticorruption Action Plans
Workshop on „Implementation of Integrity Standards in Private Sector”

Chisinau, 20 February

30

23

7

Chisinau, 21 February

49

27

22

Chisinau, 24 February

24

19

5

Chisinau, 25 February

35

25

10

Chisinau, 4 March

36

22

14

Chisinau, 6 March

15

11

4

34.

Training on whistleblowers’ protection and integrity disclosures for the American
Chamber member companies
An on-line Club of Anticorruption Ideas for Youth

70

52

18

35.

Summer school “Youth against corruption”

Chisinau, 13 May – 19
September
Chisinau, 27-31 July

93

66

27

36.

Closing Ceremony Anticorruption Ideas Club

Chisinau, 19 September

17

13

4

37.

Workshop on Assessment of Institutional Integrity Award in Public Sector

Chisinau, 22 October

19

11

8

38.

Workshop “Young Women Anticorruption Empowerment”

Chisinau, 3 October

33

33

0

39.

Training on Intelligence Collection and Analysis for the Analytical Division of NAC

12

2

10

40.

29

17

12

41.

Training on ISO 37001 Standard Implementation for the participants of the
Anticorruption Initiative Assessment
Training on revolving doors regime for the NAC staff

Chisinau, 22, 23, 26-30
October
Chisinau, 29-30 October
Chisinau, 10 November

20

13

7

42.

Workshop on revolving doors regime application in the public sector

Chisinau, 11 November

28

12

16

43.

Workshop on revolving doors regime application in the private sector

Chisinau, 12 November

27

17

10

44.

Presentation of the study “Assessment of the Implementation of Integrity Plans
and/or Risks Registers by State and Municipal Companies”
Public Consultations on the implementation progress of the Anticorruption Action
Plan in customs sector

Chisinau, 19 November

31

23

8

Chisinau, 24 November

15

12

3

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

45.

57

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Public Consultations on the implementation progress of the anticorruption action
plan in public property environment sector
Relaunch of the Openmoney 2.0 platform

Chisinau, 25 November

17

12

5

Chisinau, 2 December

39

19

20

Presentation of the Study on the effectiveness of corruption proofing of legislation in
2016-2018
Presentation of the Impact Assessment of the Anticorruption Action plan in Fiscal
sector
Workshop on the ”Relawed” platform for public agents

Chisinau, 8 December

28

21

7

Chisinau, 10 December

21

15

6

Chisinau, 11 December

20

14

6

TOTAL 2020

605

900

295

2021 In country activities
No.
51.
52.

53.
54.

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

Purpose
Public consultations on the Action Plan of the National Integrity and Anticorruption
Strategy (SNIA) for the years 2021 - 2022
Presentation of the Study on the conformity of the national legal and institutional
framework with the international standards and good international practice related
to ensuring witnesses’ protection during corruption cases’ investigation
Public presentation of the Study on Effective sanctions for corruption offences and
the appropriateness of establishing specialized anti-corruption courts/panels
Public presentation of the shadow reports on the implementation of the local
Anticorruption Action Plans (Căușeni, Ștefan Vodă, Ialoveni, Strășeni și Hâncești
EcoContact&IDIS)
Public presentation of the shadow reports on the implementation of the local
Anticorruption Action Plans (Florești, Drochia, Soroca and Edineț. Lex 21&CJU)
Public presentation of the shadow reports on the implementation of the local
Anticorruption Action Plans (Criuleni, Dubăsari, Călărași și Orhei. CREDO&Echitate)
Public presentation of the shadow report on the implementation of the sectorial
Anticorruption Action Plans in environment sector
Public presentation of the shadow report on the implementation of the sectorial
Anticorruption Action Plans in customs sector
On-line Club of Anticorruption Ideas for Youth
Public presentation of the Study on the impact of corruption on the fulfilment of
human rights in Moldova
61. Training for NAC IT officers on Instructional Design and e-learning platform
maintenance

Location

No.
Participants

Women

Men

Chisinau, 3 February

16

11

5

Chisinau, 10 February

29

5

24

Chisinau, 23 February

25

9

16

Chisinau, 4 March

30

24

6

Chisinau, 9 March

31

19

12

Chisinau, 9 March

28

20

8

Chisinau, 10 March

17

13

4

Chisinau, 10 March

18

9

9

Chisinau, 13 May – 27 October

71

50

21

Chisinau, 26 May

50

36

14

6

3

Chisinau, 7-8 June

3

58

62.

Anticorruption Volunteers Flash-mob on the Youth Day

Chisinau, 13 August

13

8

5

63.

Training on ISO 37001 Anti-Bribery Management System Implementation for
managers, auditors and responsible public agents from inspection bodies and
permits issuing bodies
Presentation of the Report on Anticorruption Initiative Assessment & Training on
corruption risks management for the integrity-issues focal points from the central
public authorities
Presentation of the Study on the effectiveness of corruption proofing of legislation
in 2019-2020
Workshop&Quizz on Gender&Integrity for anticorruption volunteers and members
of the Anticorruption Ideas Club
Closing Ceremony Anticorruption Ideas Club

Chisinau, 20-23 September

241

116

125

Chisinau, 28-29 September

24

20

4

Chisinau, 12 October

43

35

8

Chisinau, 22 October

18

16

2

Chisinau, 27 October

11

10

1

Public presentation of the Impact assessment of the implementation of the
anticorruption action plan in the environment protection sector for 2018-2020
On-line training on “Successful Strategies and Best Practices in Whistleblower
Casework: Defense, Investigations and Resolution” organised by International
Anticorruption Academy (IACA)

Chisinau, 28 October

30

16

14

5

1

4

Chisinau, 6 December

22

19

3

64.

65.
66.
67.
68.
69.

70. Anti-corruption Volunteers Gala Awarding Ceremony

8 November – 4 December, online

71.

Public presentation of the ”Story of the envelopes” animated cartoon

Chisinau, 7 December

30

15

15

72.

Public presentation of the e-learning course ”Anticorruption and integrity”

Chisinau, 10 December

25

18

7

783

473

310

TOTAL 2021
TOTAL 2019-2021

2,507

1,558

949
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ANNEX 2. LIST OF EQUIPMENT AND IT APPLICATIONS/SYSTEMS TRANSFERRED TO BENEFICIARY INSTITUTIONS
Equipment / IT application /system

Beneficiary institution

Software and equipment for Call Center

OO

On-line tool for the submission of the requests for protection by the whistleblowers to the Ombudsperson as part of the OO official website
(http://ombudsman.md/avertizari-de-integritate/);

OO

E-learning course on whistleblowing and the protection of whistleblowers as part of the OO official website (http://ombudsman.md/courses/)

OO

Update of the "e-Institutional Integrity" system to ensure its interoperability with anticorruption tools and relevant governmental platforms
and applications.

NAC

IT Equipment for storing and managing e-Integrity data (Server and Hard-Disc drivers)

NAC

Update of the e-Expertiza software to integrate a new module on draft normative acts and ensure its interoperability with relevant
governmental applications

NAC

IBM i2 Analyst Notebook license

NAC

reLAWed application (http://relawed.cna.md/)

NAC

Anticorruption educative game for youngsters ”4Integrity” (https://www.4integrity.md/)

NAC

Mobile Information Center (Retrofitted Panel Van Renault Master)

NAC

Renovation and endowment with modern equipment of the NAC Training and Conference Room (furniture, interactive display; simultaneous
translation equipment, laptop, video camera)

NAC

e-learning course “Institutional Integrity and Anti-corruption Policies and Standards” for civil servants

NAC

Software and equipment for Call Center

NAC
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ANNEX 3. RESULTS AND RESOURCES FRAMEWORK (RRF)
Intended Outcome as stated in the UN Partnership Framework: Outcome 1: The people of Moldova, especially most vulnerable, demand and benefit from democratic, transparent and
accountable governance, gender-sensitive, human rights- and evidence-based public policies, equitable services, and efficient, effective and responsive public institutions
UNDP Country Programme Outcome: The people of Moldova, especially most vulnerable, demand and benefit from democratic, transparent and accountable governance, gender-sensitive,
human rights- and evidence-based public policies, equitable services, and efficient, effective and responsive public institutions
Indicator: Level of confidence in public institutions
Baseline: Government: 23%; Parliament: 19%; Local Public Administration: 47%;
Target: Government: 45%; Parliament: 40%; Local Public Administration: 60%.
Indicator: Households and businesses facing corruption in the last 12 months, % of the interviewed;
Baseline (2015): Households 24%; Business 24%;
Target (2022): Households 12%; Business 14%.

Partnership Strategy: UNDP will seek and forge close collaboration and coordination with the National Anticorruption Center, Ombudsman Office, central and local public administration
institutions, private entities, the Civil Society Organisations, as well as international and donor organisations, in the design, monitoring and implementation if the activities. The main counterpart
will be the National Anticorruption Center of the Republic of Moldova
Project title and ID (ATLAS Project ID): Curbing corruption by building sustainable integrity in the Republic of Moldova; Project ID: 00109897

INTENDED OUTPUTS

Output 1
Efficient and participatory monitoring and
evaluation of NIAS implementation
ensured
Indicator 1.1: No. of gender-sensitive
infographics reflecting the progress in NIAS
participatory implementation

INDICATIVE
TARGETS

INTERVENTIONS/OUTPUT

RESULTS

RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES

INPUTS

UNDP

National Consultants,

National
Anticorruption Center

Contractual
Services/Companies,

Secretariat
NIAS

Equipment,

Output 1.
Targets Year 1 (2019)
1.2. At least 3 public events for ensuring the
accountability on NIAS implementation
1.3
Gender-sensitive
NIAS
impact
monitoring public opinion survey to inform

1.1 Two editions (2019, 2021) of the
gender-sensitive NIAS impact monitoring
survey produced and results, including
infographics reflecting survey results,
disseminated.

of

the
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Baseline 1.1: NIAS annual narrative
progress reports available on the NAC
website
Target 1.1: 6 gender-sensitive infographics
reflecting the progress in NIAS participatory
implementation disseminated
Means of Verification 1.1: Infographics
published on NAC website
Indicator 1.2: No. of public events for
ensuring the accountability on NIAS
implementation
Baseline 1.2: 0
Target 1.2: 6
Means of Verification 1.2: Training
programme, Lists of trainees, Project
Reports
Indicator 1.3: No. of Public Opinion Survey
carried out and results disseminated
Baseline 1.3: 1 (2017)
Target 1.3: 3
Means of Verification 1.3: Reports on the
Public Opinion Survey published on NAC
website, Agendas of public presentations of
the Surveys’ results
Indicator 1.4: Interoperability of e-Integrity
system with other systems
Baseline 1.4: No
Target 1.4: e-Integrity system interoperable
with the NIAS Monitoring e-system and
corruption proofing of legislation e-system
Means of Verification 1.4: NAC Annual
Reports, Project Reports, NAC website

on the Strategy’s implementation progress
conducted
1.4. The “e-Integrity” informational system
updated and its interoperability with other
anticorruption e-tools and modules
ensured.
Targets Year 2 (2020)
1.2. At least 3 public events for ensuring the
accountability on NIAS implementation
Targets Year 3 (2021)
1.1. Third gender-sensitive NIAS impact
monitoring survey conducted

1.2. A total of 21 events for ensuring the
accountability on NIAS implementation
conducted: 4 trainings for the anticorruption focal points from the line
ministries and central and local public
administration agencies for monitoring the
implementation of the NIAS at the
sector/central and local level; 3 trainings
for NGOs on monitoring NIAS and AC
Action Plans; 5 inter-sectoral consultations
on the progress of implementing sector
anticorruption APs; 9 public presentation
events (4 off-line and 5 on-line) on
presenting the alternative monitoring
results of the anticorruption local and
sector APs by CSOs

Pillar
Groups

Monitoring

Direct Project Costs,
Project Management costs
USD 408,240

1.3. 2 NIAS Impact Monitoring Public
Opinion Surveys including 3 target groups
(population, business, public agents)
carried out and results disseminated.
In consultations with NAC it was decided to
conduct 2 survey in the year 1 and 3 of the
Project implementation considering the
complexity of surveys and need to leave
sufficient time to observe meaningful
changes
in
public
opinion
on
corruption/anticorruption.
1.4. The “e-Institutional Integrity” IT
system integrated with the electronic
signature system Msign and the entire
system was connected to the data
Interoperability Governmental Platform
MConnect, to facilitate the exchange of
data between the authorities and ensure
the interoperability with other relevant
registries.
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Output 2
Strengthened
capacities
of
the
anticorruption authority to enforce and
improve integrity instruments
Indicator 2.1: New module in corruption
proofing software
Baseline 2.1: corruption proofing software
does not include the expertise of the draft
normative acts
Target 2.1: Corruption proofing software
includes a module for the expertise of draft
normative acts
Means of Verification 2.1: NAC Annual
Reports, Project Reports
Indicator
2.2:
No.
of
public
outreach/anticorruption awareness raising
activities “Corruption in Your Town”
implemented and No. of beneficiaries
reached out
Baseline 2.2: 0
Target
2.2:
60
public
outreach/anticorruption awareness raising
campaigns “Anticorruption Day in Your
Town” implemented reaching out to 15,000
men and women
Means of Verification 2.2: Mass-media
reports, NAC Annual Reports
Indicator 2.3: No. of trainings and No. of
participants (m/w)
Baseline 2.3: 0
Target 2.3: 5 trainings and 30 participants
(15 m/ 15 w)
Means of Verification 2.4: Training
programmes, Lists of participants, Project
Reports

Targets Year 1 (2019)

Output 3

Targets Year 1 (2019)

2.1
Upgrade the corruption proofing
expertise software by including a module for
draft normative acts submitted for
endorsement and by improving statistical
monitoring module;
2.2
Support
the
public
outreach/anticorruption awareness raising
campaigns “Anticorruption Day in Your
Town” developed by the Corruption
Prevention Department of the NAC tailored
to the specific needs of the main target
groups - youth, private sector, specific
public sectors (health, education, etc.);
Target Year 3 (2021)
1.1. On-line training course "Institutional
Integrity policies and Anti-corruption
Standards" for civil servants finalized
and piloted
1.2. Analytical study on the efficiency of
the anticorruption proofing of
legislation during 2019-2020
elaborated and published

2.1. Corruption proofing expertise
software upgraded by including a module
for draft normative acts and by improving
the statistical monitoring module;
2.2. Due to emerged pandemic restrictions
it was impossible to organize the campaign
in the initially set format. By the imposed
pandemic restrictions a total of 6 complex
public
awareness
campaigns
“Anticorruption Day in Your Town” on
anticorruption and integrity conducted in 6
local districts (including 3-5 training
sessions each with different target groups
conducted). Over 2,900 representatives of
local public administration, local business
companies, heads of medical and
educational institutions, pupils of local
schools trained and over 3,000 citizens
reached through this campaign (over 5,900
total).

UNDP

International Consultants,

NAC

National Consultants,
Contractual
Companies,

Services/

Training,
Travel,
Equipment,
Goods,
Direct Project Costs,
Project management costs
USD 403,760

To flag, that besides the “Anticorruption
Day in Your Town” about 1,000,000 men
and women, boys and girls were reached
by the Project information and awareness
campaigns conducted off-line and on-line
during the Project duration.
2.3. 6 targeted trainings organized for NAC
staff (two of which with participation of the
staff from Ombudsperson’s Office) with a
total of 101 participants (53 w/48m)

3.1. 72 NIAS focal points at the
central/sector level (45w/27m) trained and
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Strong institutional integrity mechanisms
at the sector and local levels established
Indicator 3.1: No. (w/m) of NIAS Focal
Points at the sector level trained
Baseline 3.1: 0
Target 3.1: 80 (40 w/ 40 m)
Means of Verification 3.1: Training
programmes, Lists of participants, Project
Reports
Indicator 3.2: No. (w/m) of NIAS Focal
Points at the local level trained
Baseline 3.2: 0
Target 3.2: 150 (75 w/ 75 m)
Means of Verification 3.2: Training
programmes, Lists of participants, Project
Reports
Indicator 3.3: No. of Integrity Mentors
(w/m) trained
Baseline 3.3: 0
Target 3.3: 9 Integrity Mentors (5 men/ 4
women) trained
Means of Verification 3.3: Training
programme, Lists of participants, Project
Reports
Indicator 3.4: No. of sectors assessed
Baseline 3.4: 0
Target 3.4: 3 sectors assessed
Means of Verification 3.4: Assessment
Reports, NAC Reports, Project Reports
Indicator 3.5: No. of institutions
participating in the Integrity Award
competition
Baseline 3.5: 0
Target 3.5: 15
Means of Verification 3.5: Project Reports,
NAC Reports

3.1. Capacity of at least 70 % of NIAS focal
points on the results-based implementation
of NIAS at the central level strengthened;
3.2. Capacity of at least 70 % of NIAS focal
points on the results-based implementation
of NIAS at local level (from at least 70% of
districts) strengthened;
3.3. 10 Integrity mentors trained on
effective communication techniques
Targets Year 2 (2020)
3.4.
Impact assessment of Sector Anticorruption Action Plan in the Fiscal Sector
conducted
3.5
Support the establishment of a
system of the Integrity Award to rate the
performance of public institutions in the
NIAS implementation and share best
practice across the institutions.
Target Year 3 (2021)
1.1. The Anticorruption Initiative
Assessment Award system in public
sector implemented
1.2. Impact assessment of Sector Anticorruption Action Plan in the
Environment Protection Sector
conducted

strengthened capacitated on M&E and
results based reporting on NIAS. This
accounts to 95 % of the total number of
NIAS focal points at sector level;
3.2 The initial target required adjustment.
57 focal points at local level (38w/19m)
trained and capacitated on M&E and
results based reporting on NIAS
strengthened. This accounts to 94% (from
30 out of 32 districts) of NIAS focal points
at local level. To stress that according to
NIAS the local anticorruption action plans
are implemented at the district level (32
districts) and there is usually one focal
point per district. Therefore the initial
target of 150 persons was overestimated.

UNDP

International Consultants,

NAC

National Consultants,
Contractual
Companies,

Services/

Training,
Travel,
Direct Project Costs,
Project management costs
USD 429,680

3.3. 10 Integrity mentors (6women/4men)
trained on effective communication
techniques; one mentor (w) trained on
anticorruption in public procurement
3.4. 2 Sectors Assessed: Impact
assessments of the Sector Anti-corruption
Action Plan in the Fiscal Sector and in the
Environment Protection Sector. (Due to the
currency loss after two years of the Project
implementation it was decided to
renounce to one sector assessment. The
decision was approved by the Project
Board). One assessment was reduced to to
the currency loss in the last year of the
implementation, as approved by the
Steering Committee in January 2021.
3.5. 9 institutions participated in the
Anticorruption
Initiative
Assessment
Award (Integrity Award) system in public
sector. In consultations with NAC, due to
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the novelty and complexity of the exercise
it was decided to implement it in 9 line
Ministries.
Output 4
Integrity standards in the private sector
developed and endorsed by key
stakeholders
Indicator 4.1: No. of dialogue meetings with
the private sector representatives
Baseline 4.1: 0
Target 4.1: 7
Means of Verification 4.2: Agendas, Lists of
participants, Project Reports
Indicator 4.2: No. of public awareness
campaigns promoting integrity standards in
doing business
Baseline 4.2: 0
Target 4.3: At least 3
Means of Verification 4.3: Media Reports,
Project Reports
Indicator 4.3: No. of private entities that
piloted Integrity Award
Baseline 4.3: 0
Target 4.3: 5
Means of Verification 4.4: Media Reports,
NAC Reports, Project Reports
Indicator 4.4: No. of state/municipal
enterprises trained in integrity standards
Baseline 4.4: 0
Target 4.4: 200
Means of Verification 4.5: Training
programme, Lists of participants, NAC
Reports, Project Reports

Output 5

Target Year 1 (2019)
4.1: Dialogue meetings with the private
sector representatives held
4.2.
Carry out the awareness raising
campaigns to promote integrity standards in
doing business
Target Year 2 (2020)
4.1
Establish and support a platform
for cooperation on promoting integrity
between public and private sector through
the regular dialogue and consultations;
4.2. Public awareness campaigns promoting
integrity standards in doing business
conducted
4.3
Support the establishment of an
Integrity Award to rate the performance of
private companies in implementing integrity
policies and standards;
4.4
Support
the
effective
implementation of integrity plans by
state/municipal enterprises.
Target Year 3 (2021)
1.1. Award system for promoting integrity
standards in private sector
implemented

Target Year 1 (2019)

4.1. Due to emerged pandemic restrictions,
4 dialogues meetings/ trainings with the
private sector representatives
4.2. 3
public awareness campaigns
promoting integrity standards in doing
business conducted: ‘I did not buy my
success’ (2019); two editions of campaign
“A successful business is a business of
integrity” (2020, 2021) based on the stories
of the Business Integrity Award winners.
4.3. A total of 27 companies participated
and applied for the Integrity in business
Award and 15 companies (6 in 2020 and 9
in 2021) awarded.

UNDP

International Consultants,

NAC

National Consultants,

Business Associations

Contractual
Companies,

Services/

Training,
Direct Project Costs,
Project management costs
USD 207,100

4.4. The activity was not conducted due to
the fact the Council’s of Europe CLEP
Project
organized
trainings
with
state/municipal enterprises prior to the
project commencement.
The Project conducted the Assessment of
the implementation of Integrity Plans by
the state/municipal enterprises applied to
175 state and municipal enterprises and 31
state and municipal enterprises (a total of
206). The results and recommendations
were presented to the assessed
enterprises in a public event and published.

5.1. 44 (12 m/32 w) representatives from
27 NGOs trained in shadow monitoring of
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Enhanced civic engagement for an effective
and objective monitoring of the integrity
system
Indicator 5.1: No. of CSOs representatives
trained (w/m)
Baseline 5.1: 0
Target 5.1: 90 (45 w/ 45 m)
Means of Verification 5.1: Training
programme, Lists of participants, NAC
Reports, Project Reports
Indicator 5.2: No. of grants implemented
Baseline 5.2: 0
Target 5.2: 10
Means of Verification 5.2: Grantees’
Reports, project Reports
Indicator 5.3: No. of public awareness
campaigns on the whistle-blowing and the
protection of whistle-blowers
Baseline 5.3: 0
Target 5.3: 3
Means of Verification 5.3: Media Reports,
Ombudsperson Office Reports, Project
Reports
Indicator 5.4: No. of training courses
developed and piloted
Baseline 5.4: 0
Target 5.4: 1 off-line and 1 on-line training
courses available
Means of Verification 5.4: Ombudsperson
Office Website and Reports, Project Reports
Indicator 5.5: No. of activities organized by
Anticorruption Volunteers
Baseline 5.5: 0
Target 5.5: At least 240 public activities
organized
Means of Verification 5.6: Anticorruption
Volunteers’ Reports, Media Reports, Project
Reports

5.1. Capacities of 20 CSO’s to produce
shadow monitoring reports on the
implementation of the NIAS and
sector/local plans strengthened;
5.2.
Implement a Small Grants Scheme
for CSOs to monitor the implementation of
the NIAS and sector/local plans and to
produce shadow monitoring reports;
5.3.
Design and implement public
awareness campaigns on the whistleblowing and the protection of whistleblowers;
5.5.
Summer
school
for
20
anticorruption volunteers organized and at
least 5 anticorruption volunteers’ initiatives
supported.
Target Year 2 (2020)
5.2. At least 5 shadow monitoring reports of
the local and sector anticorruption action
plans developed by SCOs through the Small
Grants Scheme
5.3. Awareness campaigns on the whistleblowing and the protection of whistleblowers
5.4. 1 off-line and 1 on-line training courses
available
5.5. At least 5 anticorruption volunteers’
initiatives supported.
Target Year 3 (2021)
1.1. Analytical study on the impact of
corruption on the fulfilment of human

the implementation of NIAS local and
sector level anticorruption action plans.
The number was less than initially
envisaged due to the limited number of
active NGOs at local level.
5.2. 17 Small grants implemented
5.3. 4 public awareness campaigns on the
whistle-blowing and the protection of
whistle-blowers conducted (Information
campaign of 2019/2020 on TV; distributing
posters in public institutions nationwide
(2019); 2 on-line campaigns in 2020:
encouraging
doctors
to
act
as
whistleblowers during COVID19 pandemic
crisis, promo campaigns on the developed
e-learning course and on the e-tool for
requesting
protection
of
the
Ombudsperson)

UNDP
NAC
Ombudsperson Office

Contractual
Companies,

Services/

Training,
Grants,
Direct Project Costs
Project Management Costs
USD 819,140

5.4. Achieved. On-line training course on
whistleblowing and the protection of
whistleblowers
as
part
of
the
Ombudsperson’s website developed. Offline content for training provided to
Ombudsperson’s Office.
5.5. An estimated number of activities
organized by the Anticorruption volunteers
is over 150. The activity of the volunteers
was strongly affected by the pandemic
restrictions. Though, it is difficult to
estimate the exact number due to the fact
that volunteers organized activities
supported by the project, participated in
the anticorruption trainings/awareness
activities organized by the NAC and also
organized peer-to-peer activities at their
own (such as discussions/debates at their
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rights in Moldova finalized and
published
1.2. At least 5 anticorruption volunteers’
initiatives supported

General management costs (8%)

schools and colleges) and not all activities
were reportet to the Project. The sample of
activities, as also describet in detail in the
report, included but not limeted to
flashmobs, developing short video
products, participating in peer-to-peer
anticorruption discussions and debates;
integrity quizes, video editions of an
anticorruption dictionary, participating in
anticorruption concerts, assisting NAC’s
Anticorruption Education Department in its
awareness raising campaigns, distribution
of anticorruption information and promo
materials, participation in producing
integrity calendars, messages posted and
promoted
at
the
Anticorruption
volunteers’ Face Book page, etc.

USD 150,684
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